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RESULTS OF TESTS IN THE NASA/LaRC 31-INCH CFHT
ON AN 0.010-SCALE MODEL (32-0T)
OF THE SPACE SHUTTLE CONFIGURATION 3
TO DETERMINE THE RCS JET FLOWFIELD INTERACTION EFFECTS
ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS (IA60/OA105)
By D. E. Thornton, Rockwell International Space Division
ABSTRACT
Tests were conducted in the NASA Langley Research Center 31-inch con-
tinuous Flow Hypersonic Wind Tunnel from 14 February to 22 February 1974,
to determine RCS jet interaction effect on the hypersonic aerodynamic and
stability and control characteristics prior to RTLS abort separation. The
model used was an 0.010-scale replica of the Space Shuttle Vehicle Configu-
ration 3. Hypersonic stability data were obtained from tests at Mach 10.3
and dynamic pressure of 150 psf for the integrated Orbiter and external
tank and the Orbiter alone. RCS modes of pitch, yaw, and roll at free
flight dynamic pressure simulation of 7, 20, and 50 psf were investigated.
The effects of speedbrake, bodyflap, elevon, and aileron deflections were
also investigated.
This report is published in two volumes. Volume 1 contains data from
test IA60 and Volume 2 contains OA105 data.
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INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
Figure Title Page
1. Axis systems. 44
2. Model sketches.
a. Orbiter Umbilical Door Fairing Support (FR6) 45
and LO2 (FL7) and LH2 (FL8) Feedlines
b. Foreward Attachment of the External Tank to the 46
Orbiter (AT21)
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d. External Tank Protuberance (PT16 , PT17, PT18) 48
3. Model installation photograph. 49
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INDEX OF DATA FIGURES
SCHEDULE OF
FIGURE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES
Fig. 4 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49N50 Jet (A) ELEVON 1-6
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 5 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49N50 Jet (A) ELEVON 7-12
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 6 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N50 Jet (A) AILRON 13-18
Interaction, Elevon = 0, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 7 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N50 Jet (A) AILRON 19-24
Interaction, Elevon = 0, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 8 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N52 Jet (B) ELEVON 25-37
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 9 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N52 Jet (B) ELEVON 38-50
Interaction, QSIM = 20 PSF
Fig. 10 Effect of Spdbrk Deflection on N52 Jet (B) SPDBRK 51-63
Interaction, QSIM = 7 PSF
Fig. 11 Effect of Spdbrk Deflection on N52 Jet (B) SPDBRK 64-76
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 12 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49N52 Jet (C) ELEVON 77-85
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 13 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49N52 Jet (C) ELEVON 86-94
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 14 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N52 Jet (C) AILRON 95-106
Interaction, Elevon = 0, QSIM = 7PSF
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (CONTINUED)
SCHEDULE OF
FIGURE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
NUMBER TITLE PLOTTED VARYING PAGES
Fig. 15 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N52 Jet (C) AILRON 107-118
Interaction, Elevon = 0, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 16 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N52 Jet (C) AILRON 119-127
Interaction, Elevon = -20, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 17 Effect of Ailron Defl. on N49N52 Jet (C) AILRON 128-136
Interaction, Elevon = -20, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 18 Effect of Spdbrk Deflection on N49N52 Jet (C) SPDBRK 137-145
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 19 Effect of Spdbrk Deflection on N49N52 Jet (C) SPDBRK 146-154
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 20 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N51 Jet (D) ELEVON 155-166
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 21 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N51 Jet (D) ELEVON 167-178
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Fig. 22 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49 Jet (E) ELEVON 179-187
Interaction, QSIM = 7PSF
Fig. 23 Effect of Elevon Deflection on N49 Jet (E) ELEVON 188-196
Interaction, QSIM = 20PSF
Note: See next page for Schedule of Coefficients Plotted.
INDEX OF DATA FIGURES (CONCLUDED)
SCHEDULE OF COEFFICIENTS PLOTTED:
(A) KND, KLMD, DCN, DCLM, CN, CLM versus ALPHA
(B) KNU, KLMU, KBLU, KM,BLU, KYN,LU, DCN, DCLM, DCBL,
DCYN, CN, CLM, CBL, CYN versus ALPHA
(C) KBLU/D, KM,BL2, KYN,L2, DCBL, DCLM, DCYN, CBL, CLM
CYN versus ALPHA
(D) KYN, KM,YN, KBL,YN, KY, DCYN, DCLM, DCBL, DCY,
CYN, CLM, CBL, CY versus ALPHA







a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (pl - P.)/q
M MACH Mach number; V/a
p pressure; N/m2, psf
q Q(NSM) dynamic pressure; 1/2pV2 , N/m2, psf
Q(PSF)
RN/L RN/L unit Reynolds number; per m, per ft
V velocity; m/sec, ft/sec
ALPHA angle of attack, degrees
6BETA angle of sideslip, degrees
PSI angle of yaw, degrees
PHI angle of roll, degrees
p mass density; kg/m3 , slugs/ft
3
Reference & C.G. Definitions
Ab base area; m2 , ft 2
b BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft
c.g. center of gravity
IREF LREF reference length or wing mean
c aerodynamic chord; m, ft
S SREF wing area or reference area; m2 , ft2
MRP moment reference point
XMRP moment reference point on X axis
YMRP moment reference point on Y axis












CN CN normal-force coefficient; normal force
qS
CA CA axial-force coefficient: axial force
qS
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
CA CAB base-force coefficient: base forceb qS
-Ab(pb - p.)/qS
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb
Cm CIM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSIREF
C, CYN yawing-moment coefficient; yawing moment
qSb
C1 CBL rolling-moment coefficient: rolling moment
USb
Stability-Axi s System
CL CL lift cocfficient: lift
qS
CD CD drag coefficient: drag
qS
CDb CDB base-drag coefficient; base dragDb qS
CDf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
Cy CY side-force coefficient; side force
qS
Cm CLM pitching-moment coefficient; pitching moment
qSREF
C CLN yawing-moment coefficient: yawing moment
n qSb
CI CSL rolling-moment coefficient: rolling momentqSb
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD





ACA DCA incremental axial-force Coefficient
AC, DCBL incremental rolling-moment coefficient
ACm  DCLM incremental pitching-moment coefficient
ACN DCN incremental normal-force coefficient
ACn DCYN incremental yawing-moment coefficient
ACy DCY incremental side-force coefficient
K KBLU/D amplification factor on rolling moment due to up
and down firing coupled jets
Kj KBLD amplification factor on rolling moment due to down
D firing jets
K KBLU amplification factor on rolling moment due to up firingKu jets
Kf,n KBL,YN cross-coupling factor on rolling moment due to yawjets
Km KLMD amplification factor on pitching moment due to downD firing jets
Km KLMU amplification factor on pitching moment due to up firingu jets
Km, D KM,BL2 cross-coupling factor on pitching moment due to upu/D and down firing coupled roll jets
Km,D KM,BLD cross-coupling factor on pitching moment due to downD firing roll jets
Km,u KM,BLU cross-coupling factor on pitching moment due to upfiring roll jets
Km,n  KM,YN cross-coupling factor on pitching moment due to yawjets
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NOMENCLATURE (Concluded)
KND KND amplification factor on normal force due to down firingjet
KN KNU amplification factor on normal force due to up firing
u jet
KnJ KYN,L2 cross-coupling factor on yawing moment due to up and
u/D down firing coupled roll jets
Kn,D KYN,LD cross-coupling factor on yawing moment due to down
D firing roll jets
Knu KYN,LU cross-coupling factor on yawing moment due to upu firing roll jets
Kn KYN amplification factor on yawing moment
Ky KY amplification factor on side force
RCS reaction control system
RTLS return to launch site
6a AILRON aileron deflection angle, degrees
6e ELEVON elevon deflection angle, degrees
6f BDFLAP body-flap deflection angle, degrees
6R  RUDDER rudder deflection angle, degrees
6SB SPDBRK speed brake deflection angle, degrees




Two configurations were tested. These were the second stage ascent
configuration consisting of Orbiter with External Tank attached, and the
RTLS configuration (Orbiter alone). The model used for this test was an
0.010-scale replica of Configuration 3 of the Space Shuttle Orbiter and
External Tank.
For convenience the configuration nomenclature was abbreviated as
follows: The symbols are defined in the Model Dimensional Data.
0 = B19 C7 E2 3 F5 M6 N39 R5 V7 W107
OT = B19 C7 E2 3 F5 M6 N39 R5 V7 W107 T10
T10 included the attach structure and protruberances FL7, FL8, PT16,
PT17 , PT18, AT21 , AT2 2 , and AT2 3.
Control surface effectiveness was investigated with elevon deflections
of +150 and -200, aileron deflections of +50, +100, +150, and -150, rudder
deflections of +200, bodyflap deflections of +13.750 and -14.25', and a
speedbrake deflection of 550.
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INSTRUMENTATION
The LaRC 0.75-inch six-component 2019C internal balance was used for
this test program.
No model base pressures or balance chamber pressures were measured
during this test. The RCS supply pressure was set and monitored at the
plenum chambers between the two RCS nozzle blocks.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Mach 10 nozzle of the Langley Continuous Flow Hypersonic Tunnel
is designed to operate at stagnation pressures of 15 to 150 atmospheres
at temperatures up to 19600 R. Air is preheated electrically by passing
through a multi-tube heater. The nozzle has a 31-inch square test section
which incorporates a moveable second minimum. Continuous operation is
achieved by passing the air through a series of compressors. Additional
information on this facility is given in NASA TM X-1130 entitled, "Char-
acteristics of Major Active Wind Tunnels at the Langley Research Center",
by William T. Schaefer, Jr.
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DATA REDUCTION
Aerodynamic forces and moments were reduced to coefficient form
using the following reference dimensions:
Reference area (S) = 0.269 ft2 (38.736 in2)
Reference Lengths
c = 4.748 in (Cm)
b = 9.367 in (Cm, CZ)
LREF = 12.90 in (Xc.p.)
The moments were reduced about a moment reference center located as
follows:
Orbiter Only
Orbiter station 10.767 at Yo = 0.00 and Zo = 3.75
Integrated Vehicle
XT = ET station 17.258 (7.368 inches aft of orbiter nose)
YT = 0.00
ZT = 6.336 (.994 inches below orbiter FRL)
Standard LaRC data reduction techniques were used for reducing
the data to coefficient form.
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TABLE I.
TEST : IA60/ OA105 DATE :
TEST CONDITIONS
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
(per unit length) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
10.3 1.0 x 106 1.04 1350
BALANCE UTILIZED: LaRC 2019C
COEFFICIENTCAPACITY: ACCURACY: TOLERANCE:
NF 70 lbs 0.35 lbs
SF 25 Ibs 0.125 lbs
AF 15 lbs 0.075 lbs
PM 70 in-lbs 0.35 in-lbs
RM 15 in-lh n 1n75 in-lbs
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT2 1










TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE 
- AT2 2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Right rear, Orbiter to External Tank
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL72-000088B + VL72-000089 NOTE: Use first drawing for location
and second drawing for detail
of struts
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
First strut
Diameter - In. (Approx.) 8.0 0.08
Aft Location, In. (Attach Lo. Orbiter)
Xo  1307.0 13.070
XT 2058.0 20.580
Fwd Location - In. (Approx.)
(Attach to Orbiter)
Xo  1108.0 11.080
XT 1859 18.59
NOTE: This strut is the mirror image
strut AT23
Second Strut




NOTE: This is a cross brace strut.
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ATTACH STRUCTURE - AT
23
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Left rear, Orbiter to External Tank
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL72-000088B & VL72-000089 NOTE: Use first drawing for location
and second drawing for detail
of struts
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Forward attach points:
Orbiter to Tank
No. of struts 1 1









TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY - B1 9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ust-ieane. cnnfi1uration 3 pnr Rnckwell
Lines VL70O-000139B.
(YPR* Tapni+o1 Eo R PrnPpt farphoa.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER' vr.7n-0nnl,9
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MGuEL SCALE
Length - In. 1290.3 12.903
Max Width - In. 267.6 2.676
Max Depth - In. 244.5 2.445
Fineness Ratio 4.82175 4.82175
Alo - Ft 2





TABLE III. -MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: CANOPY - C7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 3 nor Rockwell Lines VL70-000139.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER' Hnrr7_nnp!39
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE










TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3 per W Rockwell Lines Drawing
MODEL SCALE. O.010




- Ft2  205.52 o.0206
Span (equivalent) 
- In. 3534 3.53
Inb'd equivalent chord 
- In. 114.78 1.148
Outb'd equivalent chord- In. 00 0.50
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.208 0.208
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.4oo 0.400
Sweep Back Angles, degrees




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
-Ft3
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TABLE III.-MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA- Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : BODY FLAP- F5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION A Conrfigzuration per Rockwell Lines VL70-0139
MODELT SCATEr 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER' V70-0001
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Length - In. ! 7 . n-. AL7
Max Width - In. 267.6 2.676
Max Depth
Fineness Ratio






TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE 
- FL- 7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX feedline between ET and Orbiter
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000050
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Centerline at: XT, 2081.0 20.810
YT 70.0 0.70




TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: FEEDLINE - FL8
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L11 feedline between ET and Orbiter
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: VL78-000050
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Centerline at: XT 2081.0 20.810
T - 70.0 - 0.700
Xo 1330.0 13.300
YO - 70.0 - 0.700
Diameter 18.5 0.185
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT : OMS POD - M
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic configuration 3A OMS pods with non-
metric RCS engine housing and nozzles. Same geometry as M4
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER - vrTo-orn 31i
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MOLEL SCALE
Length -In. 346.0 3.460
Max Width - In. 108.0 1.080







Station of aft end of RCS nozzle block 1560.0 15.600
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: MPS NOZZLES - N39
GENERA,L DESCRIPTION: Configuration 3A MPS Nozzles
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRllJING NLM4BER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL SC,.LE MODEL SCALE
MACH NO.
Length - In.
Gimbal Point to Exit Plane
Throat to Exit Plane
Diameter - In.
Exit 94. on o.Q4o
Throat
Inlet
Area - ft 2
Exit 48.1oo
Throat



















TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RCS NOZZLE - N4 9
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS nozzle providing left-hand pitch-down control to
simulate return to launch site (RTLS)
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: SS-AO1160-19
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE











Area ratio 4.430 4.430
No. of Nozzle 2 2
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RCS Nozzles - N50
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle providing right-hand pitch-down control
to simulate return to launch site (RTLS).
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: SS-A01160-20
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Flight dynamic pressure simulation 
- PSF 20 20









Area Ratio 4.430 4.430
No. of Nozzles 2 2
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TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RCS NOZZLES - N51
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle providing left-hand yaw control to




Flight dynamic pressure simulation- PSF 20










No. of nozzles 4
35
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RCS NOZZLE 
- N5 2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RCS Nozzle providing right-hand pitch-up control















No. of nozzles 2
36
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE - PT6
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX vent line fairing
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000031A
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at XT  322.0 3.210
YT  0.0 0.0
Trailing edge at XT  -955.0,. 2.55
YT 70.0 0.70
37
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE- PT17
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: LOX feedline fairing
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000031A
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL 
SCALE
Leading edge at: XT 955.0 9.55
YT 70.0 0.70
Trailing edge at: XT  2058.0 20.58
YT 70.0 0.70
38
TABLE III.- MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: ET PROTUBERANCE 
- PT18
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L, vent line fairing
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NO.: VL78-000031A
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE
Leading edge at: X 947.0 9.47
Y - 70.0 - 0.70
Trailing edge at: XT 2058.0 20. 5
T- 70.3 - 0.700
39
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER 
- R5
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 2A, 3, 3A and 140A/B configurations
MODEL SCAL-. o.oln
DRAWING NUMBER: VT'O 6A L70-00095, VL70-0001 39
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
Area - Ft 2
Span (equivalent) 
- In. 0m. 2l
Inb'd equivalent chord - In. 91 .585 n.o
Outb'd equivalent chord - In. A n5o
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.4oo o k_
At Outb'd equiv. chord 0.400 0.400




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) - Ft 3 5p 13 on n53
40
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: EX ERNAL TANK - Tyg.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION External Oxvaen-Hydrogen Tank, 3 configuration,
per Rockwell Lines drawing VL78-000041 and VL72-000088
MODTET. SrAT.. 0 010
DRAWING NUMBER VL72-000088, VL78-000041
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MuDEL SCALE
Length (Nose @ XT = 309) 1 5 ,. I-65









W.P. of tank centerline (X T) In. 400.0 4.000
41
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Continued.
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 7 -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: rpntprline vurt cll al dnuble- edga airfil -with
rcving~l dleading Pdg-
NOTE* qame as Vb wlth h manipuhltor housing removed.
MODEL SCALE: 0.010
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000139 - -
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SC LE
TOTAL DATA
Area (Theo) - Ft 2
Planform 425 a. 0 n0P
Span (Theo) - In. 31 7 2  3
- 1 57
Aspect Ratio l .75 1 675 --
Rate of Taper 0.507 0-507-
Taper Ratio 0.4o4 _ .40
Sweep-Back Angles, Degrees.
Leading Edge -45.000 4 5.-no. -
Trailing Edge 2.49 26-P49
0.25 Element Line 41 .1 30- 1 .-1
Chords:
Root (Theo) 'P 28. 50 .-2 -5-
Tip (Theo) WP l8. 7  l .0A)
MAC i 99- i.998
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1L 3j.. 6 35-?
W.P. of .25 MAC 635 5 6 -- 355-
B.L. of .25 MAC 0n .0 0-
Airfoil Section
Leading Wedge angle - Deg. 10.000 10.000
Trailing Wedge Angle - Deg. 14.920 14.920_
Leading Edge Radius 2.0 0.02
Void Area - Ft 2  13.17 0.0013_
Blanketed Area 0n_, 0 .
42
TABLE III. - MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA - Concluded.
MODEL COMPOENT: WING-W 10 7 .
EN ERAl DESCRIoTION: Confiuration I ner Rockwell Lines. V7LT-0001QR
NOTE: Same as W10. exceut cuff. airfonl and inPience ;nlp.
MODEL SCALE 0.010
.-ST NO. DWG. NO. VL70-000o 9gB




-Px .n _a Po
Span (Theo In. OR.RA
Aspect Ratio P P S
Rate of Taper 1 77
Taper Ratio .... 0 2Q0
Dihedral Angle, degrees r Kn a
Inc dence A gle, degrees n cn r .n)
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees ._nnn + ann
Sweep Back Angles, degre-.
Leading Edge -45.o .45onno
Trailing Edge - . - 1n ,
0.25 Element Line 3i2 - e(n9
Chords:
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. 689.24 6.892
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 137.85 1.Q79
MAC 474.81 4.748
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _1n6,8 _11.A68
W.P. of .25 MAC 2.20 2.2Q
B.L. of .25 MAC 182.1
EXPOSED DATA
'Area (Theo) Ft 17P 17
Span, (Theo) In. BP108 n.A v p7n
Aspect Ratio p,.5A n5 A
Taper Ratio n.r,. n sh'5
Chords
Root BP108 562.40 5.624
Tip 1.00 b 137.85 1.79
MAC 393.03 .90
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 118.
W.P. of .25 MAC 00.2 _.nn
B.L. of .25 MAC 21 .76 ,
Airfoil Section (Rockwell Mod NASA)
XXXX-64
Root b * , n.=n
Tip b 0.12 0.12
Data for (1) of (2) Sides
Leading Edge Cuff.
Planfcrm Area Ft 1 n.nlA
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta -
Leadingq Edge Intersects Wing @ Sta 1003-4 10.83
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Notes:
I. Positive directions of force cofficients, CN Cm,w
moment coefficients, and angles are c
indicated by arrow CC
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability C




C " * n,wCm
C CL
D ,! x z 
C C z z
CA C,
CL









DETAIL A MS.13.17 SECTION A-A
UmEtLICAL DOOR








NOTE: ALL DIMEDSIOS ARE APPROXI ATE
AND Il INCES
a. Orbiter umbilical door fairing support (FR6) and LO2 (FL7 ) and LH2 (FL8 ) Feedlines
Figure 2. - Model Sketches.
12-1/2 IN2 N.
b. Forward attachment of the external tank to the orbiter (AT21)




c. Aft attachment of external tank to orbiter (AT2 2,2 3)
Figure 2. - Continued.
PT16  LO2 VENT LINE FAIPRING
PT1 7  O02 YEED LIZE PAIRTiG
AB
A7 _ B





FAIRING i 10 IN.





PT17 - L02 IE FAIRING 17 IN
PT1 8 - LI 2 VENT LIE
SECTION B-B FAIRING
SECTION C-C
d. External tank protuberance (PT16 , PT17 , PT18)







2:, ~:: : ::(Iiii
Figure 3. - Model installation photograph.
DATA FIGURES
50
DATA SET SYP . , COFQIR"ATION DESCRIPTIOJ PCR ELEVON AILRON SP~R REFERENE 7ORMATION
(CH1020 ) IA-60 CFHTIOB MO EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N~0 PITCH OVN 489.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7380 SO.IN.(CH1042) IA-60 CFHTIO MEL 32-T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH 'N 469.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCHES
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 
1
DATA SET SYMOaL C FIGUATI ODESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRJ SPOBRK REFERENCE INWFORM'ATION
(CHIO20) IA-60 CFHTI09 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH DVN 469.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7360 SQ.IN.
(CH1042) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH 0VN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCHES
(CH1004) IA-60 CFHTIO MlMEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 15.000 .000 .000 REF 9.2870 INI-ESXI-'P 7. 8S"! INCES
YKRP .0CC= INCHS
ZV P .9s40 IN2-:ES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
1.4
-J 1.2 . .2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S1.0
S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
. . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
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.. . . . . . . . .
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIWLRATaION ESCRIPTI0 PCRCS ELEV4 AILRON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CH1020 IA-O CFHTIO0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7350 SQ.IN.
(CH1042) IA-60 CFHTIC-3 ?OfEL 32-0T (0 T)N49NS0 PITCH OVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7400 INCR-ES
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
(A]MACH = 10.33 PAGE 3
DATA SET SYMBL CNFIGLRATII DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVN AILRON SPBRK REFERENCE INFORMATI 
ON
(CHIO20) IA-GO CFHTI03 ~rEL 32-0T (0 T)N4:9 N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73G0 SQ.IN.
(CH1042) IA-60 CFHTICB COEL 32-0T (0 T)N4:N50 PITCH DON 469.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74S0 INCHES
(CHI104) IA-O CFHT103 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4:9 N50 PITCH DdN 469.000 15.000 .000 .000 EBEF 9.-70 INCHESXW11". 7.3SSO INC-ES
Y loP .0000 IN -S
ZM.P .sC40 INCI-.S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
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FIG 4 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYPMBO CONFIGLRATION SCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRCN SPBRK REFEREMCE I1FORMATICN
(RH120N) IA-60 CFHTIO8 tMOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH 0VN 469.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 S.IN.
(RH142Nl ) IA-60 CFHTICO MDEL 32-0T (0 T)NiSN50 PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.740 INCHES
(RHIO4N] IA-60 CFHTIO3 MCDEL 32-0T (0 T)]N49 N50 PITCH DVN 469.000 15.000 .000 .000 SREF 9.3570 INCHES
(RHIO3F) IA-60 CFHTIG3 VM -L 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .000 X P 7•3 0 INCHS(RHIO2F IA-60 CFHT1O3 MOtEL 32-0T (0 T)]N2 RCS OFF .000 .0 .000 00 .000 Y 000 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
A MA. .. ....= .... PAGE 6....
A)MACH =1.0.33 PAGE 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CNF I.RATION DESCRIPTI N PCCS ELEVON AILRON SPrBRK REFERENCE INFM M'ATION
CH019). IA-60 CFHTI0C MODEL 32-T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH 0VN 167.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73S0 10.IN.
(CHIO41) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7400 INCHES
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
rA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 7
DATA SET SYMBO. C ILRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CHI019) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73S0 O.IN.
(CHIO41) IA-60 CFHTIO9 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4~N50 PITCH DVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 .NC-ES
(CH003) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4 N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3370 INCHES
YRp .0000 I NCHES
ZymP .S3.60 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
C3 . . . . . .. . .
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
w 1.0
. .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 8
DATA SET SYB90L CFIIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK REFERENCE IrFCM~AT ON
(CHI019) IA-60 CFHTIO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7350 SQ.IN.
(CHIO41I) IA-60 CFHTI08 MPOEL 32-0T (0 T)N4SN50O PITCH 0VN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7460 INCHES
(CH1003) IA-60 CFHTI0a.PMEL 32-0T (0 TJN49,N50 PITCH CVN 167.000 15.000 .000 .000 PREF 9.3570 INCES
XT~P 7.2C00 ItC-ES
YM7P .C-O I50 HES
ZMRP .Ss-0 I NrES
SCALE .01CO SCALE
.0 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
U __ _ _ ... ' ... .
.02 ... ... . . . . . .. . . .
w -
-. 08
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL ClWFIRATI ON DESColePTrIO PCRCS ELEVON AILRO SP0DBR REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RHI41N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH DVN 167.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SO.IN.
(RHI4aN) IA-60 CFHTIO MCrEL 32-0T (0 TIN4SN50 PITCH DON 167.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74S0 INCHES(RHI03N) IA-60 CFHTIO MPDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH OWN 167.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3570 INCHES
[RHI03F) IA-60 CFHTIOS MPEL 32-0T (0 TN51- -- RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .000 XMRP 7.23 0 INC -ES
(RHI02F) IA-60 CFHTlO8 MC='L 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 YRP .0C000 INCHES
(RH I01F)] IA-60 CFHTI03 MODEL 32-0T (0 TIN51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .000 ZRP .9CS40 INC-ESSCALE .0100 SCALE
.4o i ii i i iiii i iii i-iTi-: i i i i frili
. . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 11
DATA ST SYMBOL COFlGLRATION DESCR1PTIO PCRCS ELE A ILRON SPOBK REFERENCE INFORMATICN
I(RH A-GO CFHTIO9 MODEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N50 PITCH 0VN 167.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.736 SO.IN.
(FRH41N) IA-60 CFHTIO9 MPCEL 32-0T (0 T)N4SN50 PITCH ON 167.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.740 INCHES
(RHI03N) IA-GO CFHT103 MODEL 32-0T (C T)N49 N50 PITCH OWN 167.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3670 INCHES
(RH103F) IA-GO CFHTIO8 PDEL 32-0T (0 T)NI RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .0_0 XMRP 7.3s90 INCH1'ES(RHI02F) IA-60 CFHTICS MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 RCS CFF .000 . .C .00 YMRp .0000 INCHES(RHIOIF) 3 IA-60 CFHTIC -MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 15.00 .000 .000 ZFp .3990 INCHESSCALE .0100 SCALE
14 T. .. ... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . : :
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FIG 5 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 12
DATA SET SYMBOL COIGRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP.BRK REFERENCIE INFORATION
(CHI042) O IA-60 CFHTIC PCDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.73S SO.IN.
(CH IO4 0) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T 0C T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.74S0 INCHESBREF 9. 370 INCHES
XMRP 7.35S0 INCHES
Y'RP .00C00 I:NCCSZMRP .S4 I NC.ZS
SCALE .0!00 SCALE
. ............ ... .. . . ..
1.2 S ... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.8*ID. .. . " -
S -. , ......... . . . . . . . .. .: 2
0 .
.4 - " . .. . . . . .. .... - - * * .* -
- " .. . . . .. . ..
4 - 5 15 0 5 30FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. . . . N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVONO. . . . . . . .PSF
A ACH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PAGE 13
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATI ON DESCRIPTIONJ PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPDBRK REFERENCE I ,ORMATION
[(CH1042) IA-60 CFHTIO) MIDEL 32-OT (0 T)N4M 50 PITCH DYN 469.000 .000C .000 .000 SREF 
38.73S0 SO.IN.
CHIO4 0) IA-O0 CFHTI03 MOWEL 32-CT (0 TiN4!SNSO PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 15.000 
.000 LREF 4.7420 INCHESBREF 9.3S70 INCHES
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.FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ... ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION .ELEVON OSIM 7 PSF .. . ..
A.MACH -101 PAGE 14
DATA SET SYPSOL C1OFISURATION ESCRIPTI N PCRCS ELEVON AlLRON SPIRK REFERENCE IN OR MAT IO
(CH142) IA-60 CFHTIO0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7350 SO.IN.(CHIO40) IA-6O CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N5 PITCH OWN 469.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7420 INCHESBREF 9.3370 INCHES
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 15
DATA SET SYMBOL( CFIGRATION OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRN SPDCRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CH10421 ) IA-60 CFHTIO8 M10EL 32-0T (0 TIN4 -5JO PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN.
(CH1040) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MCtL 32-0T (0 TIN4SNSO PITCH M.N 469.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCESBREF 9.3870 INCHES
Y.RP .0=O0 I NCHES
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FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 16
DATA SET SYMB. CNFIARATIN nSCRIPTIJ PCRCS ELEVON AILRO SPOBRK REFERECE IFFRMATITON
CRH42N) IA-GO CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T (C T)N49N50 PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7:-XO SO.IN.
(RH140N) IA-0 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T]N450 PITCH DVN 469.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.74CO INCHES
(RHIO2F] IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 RCS OF .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3S70 INCHES(RHI4F) IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 15.000 .000 XMRP 7.O INCHS
Z.S40 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.4 0 • • . . • . . . . ! !.. . . !.. . . . . ... i I
.30
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w
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONgELEVON=0O OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 17
DATA SET SYP9. CONFF IRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRN SPOBRK REFERENCE INRMATIN
(RHI42N) f IA-GO CFHT10 MODOEL 32-07 (0 T3N49N50 PITCH DWN 469.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SO.IN.
(RHi40N ] IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 469.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.740 INCHES
(RHIO2F) IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3G70 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 6 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=O, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 18
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF IAAT ION ESCRIPTIN PCRC ,ELEVN AILRON 9'0DBR REFERENCE IINFORMATIN
CHI041 ) 0 IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DWN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.730 SO.IN.
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, OSIM = 20 PSF
rA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 19
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFI"ATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPDBRK REFERENCE IWFMATION
(CHI 041 1 IA-60 CFHTIOB MOCEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 S.IN.
(CH1039) IA-60 CFHT1O8 MOIKL 32-0T (0 TIN4 N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 .000 15.000 REF 94.740 INhES
XM 0 7.33 IN
Y RP .000 I NES
RP .S-0 IN~HES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
1.4 TI I I I T1.4 . . . .
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DATA SET SYMBO COFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION P ELEVON AILRON SPDRK REFERECE INFORMATION
(H41041 ) 8 IA-60 CFHTIOG MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OWN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 S0.IN.
(CH1039) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7430 NCHESBREF 9.3670 I NCFES
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONPELEVON=0, OSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH - 10.33 PAGE 21
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATIN IESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP8R REFERENCE IINFORMATION
[CH1041) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.730 S.IN.(CH01039) IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49NSO PITCH DVN 167.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCHESBREF 9.370 I NCHES
XMRP 7.3>80 INCHES
YMRP .0300 INCHES
ZMRP .9940 I NCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.0130
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 7 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0, QSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 22
OATA SET S L CO~FIGLATI( DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV3(N AILRON ,SP RK REFERENCE IFOR-AT ION
(RI41N) I A-60 CFHTIO0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN.
139N) 1 IA-GO CFHTIO8 ?VOL 32-CT (0 T3N4S960 PITCH OWN 167.C00 .000 15.000 .c000o LREF 
4.740 INHES
(RHIO2F) .1IA-60 CFHTI0 MODEL 32-0T (0 TN52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 
BREF 9.3S70 INCHES
(F~Hi04F) IA-GO CFHTI0a MOEL 32-0T (C TN49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 15.000 .000 .-XK 7.3,0 INCZES
ZMRP .9940 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.40 . . . .
. . . . .
.30 . . . . . .
.25 ..........
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 7 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON, OSIM = 20 PSF
.A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 23
DATA SET SYMBO. COF IGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDBOSRK REFERENCE 
INFORMATIC
(RHI41N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73G0 SO.IN.
(RHI39N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N50 PITCH OVN 167.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.740 INCHES
RH0I02F ) IA-0 CFHTIOa MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 9.2670 INCHES
(RHI04F I IA-60 CFHTI3 MOOEL 32-OT (0 TN49 N52 RCS OFF .C000 .000 15.000 .000 XINRP 7.ZS0 INCHESYrK-P .COM I NCHES
ZMRP .9340 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.12 1 1T T1... .. III
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FIG 7 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL, ON N49N50 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0 9 SIM = .20 PSF
SAMAH .02.... PAGE 24
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G  LRO , N O ,ELEVON=O, Q M 20 
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 24
DATA SET SYM COF IGIRAT ION DESCRIPT I ON PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOORK REFEREMCE 
INFORMATION
(CHI026 ) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T CO T)N52 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7380 SI.IN.(CHIO10) IA-60 CFHTIO8 ItOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74E0 INCHES(CHIO08 ) IA-60 CFHTIO- MMEL 32-0T (0 T)N5? PITCH LP 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 BEF 9.3S70 INCHES
.RP--- - 7.300 INCHES
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DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDBR REFERENCE 
I NFRMAT I ON
(CH1026) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.0000 .00 .000 SREF 38.73680 S0.N.
(CH1010O IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52' PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 IN tS
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 26
DATA SET SYMBO COIGRATION OESCR1PTION PCRS ELEVION AILRON SPDBRK REFERENCE 
INFOMATI l
(01026) IA-"O CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH IP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 39.73 0 S.IN.
(C HICI) IA-60 CFHTIO8 IOOEL 32-CT (0 T)N52 PITCH P 446.000 .000 .000 .OCO LREF 4.74CO 
1,"ES
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSFA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 27
DTA SET SYMBOL CI GURAT I O SCXRIPT ION PCRCS ELEVON A ILRON SPBRK REFERECE IFORMAT
(CHI26) IA-60 CFHTIO6 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH 446.000 -20. 000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SI.IN.
(CHIO10 IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7460 INCS
(C1010 IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.370 INCHESYMRP .0300 INcHES
ZNmP .9310 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
(A)MACH =10.33 PAGE 28
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGLRATIO DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVYO AILRON SPBRK REFERNCE INF0RMATION
(CHI026) IA-60 CFHTIO9 MODEL 32-0T (O TIN52 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7 0 SO.IN.
(CI0 1 IA-60SO CFHTIC8 MOL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74-0 IZHES
CHIOOB) V IA-SO CFHTI08+MWEL 32-0T CO( T)N52 PITCH P 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3S70 INCVES. x,%rP 7.230 INrHES
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH =.10.33 PAGE 29
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON A LRON SPBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CHIMO2) IA-60 CFHTIOS MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73SO S.IN.
(CHIOIO) IA-60 CFHTI0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N5:2 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 IES
(CHIOO3) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOOEL 32-0T (0 T)N5:2 PITCH UP 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.370 INCHESXrP 7.3G80 i NCH£S
ypZP .0000 I HES
ZMriP .940 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.005 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFILRATI(N DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP03RK REFERENCE INFORMATIO
(CHI02S) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N 2 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SO.IN.
(CH1010) IA-60 CFHTIO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 IN HES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLEICTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 32
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGRAT ION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRCN SPORK REFERENCE IICRMATION
(CHI026) A-60 CFHT108 Z'%L 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.72S0 SO.IN.
(CHIO 010 IA-60 CFHTIC0 MtEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .C00 .000 LREF 4.7-'00 IINCHES
(CHICS) IA-GO CFHTIO8 IPOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 EREF 9.S70X -q p 7. C0O I NC TS
YMrP .0000 1 1_ I S
Z rP .cj0 !2HS
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.028 1 .- T I I I II II
.026
z .024
. .. . . . . . . ._____
. .02218
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 33
DATA SET SYMBOL CMFIGLRATI ON DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPCD2R REFERENCE IW (MATI CN
(RHI26N) IA-60 CFHTIc M OEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH 44G.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.75.0 SO.IN.
(ZH I ION IA-60 CFHTIC3 I- .EL 32-OT (0 TUN52 PITCH LIP 44G.0C-3 .000 .000 .000 LREF 
4.74C0 I S
( R'HI CeN ] IA-GO CFHTI03 1CEL 32-OT C[0 TN52 PITCH LP 44G.000 15.C00 .00 
.COO EBREF 9.2s70 !iN :S
[R'IOZ7) IA-GO CFHTIO0 1FEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS O:F .000 -20.C0.0 .c .Gc0 XtP 7.3 
0 INC-.--S
SRHIOF ) IA-GO CFHT103 M K-L 32-OT (0 T)N52 RfS CTF .CnO .CCO . 3 .C00 Y2P .CC30 INC-ZS
(RHIOIF) IA-O CFHTIOS MOEL 32-0T (0 TN31, RCS UF . 15.000 .0 .000 CL .S00 lNCHES
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FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 34
DATA ET SY. C IGRATION DESCRIPTI ON PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(RII2N) j IA-60 CFHTIOW MODEL 32-0T (0 T N52 PITCH UP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73S3 SO.IN.
(ZHIION) IA-60 CFHTI03 VCDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.743 INCHES
(RHI10N) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MSCEL 32-0T [0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.C00 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.370 INCES
(RHIO 3) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N5I- RCS OFF .000 -20.000 . 000 .000 _.XP -..-.. - 7.2'Z0Z INCHS
(RHI02F) IA-60 CFHTIC 3 MCEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 YMP .CSo0 INCHES
C(RHI01F [ IA-60 CHTIO8 MODOEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS 0FF .000 15.000 .000 .000 ZCp .S51 0 INCZ SSCALE .0100 SCALE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMOL COW IRATION DESCRIIIPTION PCRCS 
ELEVO AILRCN SPRK REFEECE INFOMArION
(RHI2GN) IA-0 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73 
SO.IN.
(ZHIION) IA-60 CFHTIOB ODEL 32-0T (0 TIN52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 
.000 LREF 4.74C3 INZMI S
(RHICON) IA-SO CFHTIOS MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 15.000 .000 
.000 BEF 9.3G70 IN, HES
(F i0-r .IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-T. (O. T)NSI RCS OFF .000 -20.000 
.000 ; X 7.2ZS0 INCHES
(RHI02F LIA-60 CFHTI3 -, L 32-CT (C T)N52 RCS CF .000 .000 .0 .00 YI . .
IKVES
(RHIOIF) I IA-60 CFHTI0 rZE 32-CT (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 
.000o .000 ZRP .S40 IN'C-HES
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.024
.. . . . . . . . .
. . . .
.022
>: ::020 . . . . . . . . . -.... :. ..a .. . . ...* * . .. .o .O
U .014
z .012
S.010 -5 0 5 10 5 0 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 8 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7  PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 37
DATA SET SvqL CONFIIRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPBRK 
REFERECE IN- MATI N
(CH1025) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT ( T)N52' PITCH LP RH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7330 SQ.IN.(CH1009) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52' PITCH P 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCHES(CHIO07) IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 REF 79.3570 INCHES
YMV.R .0000 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INIERACTION9 OSIM = 20 PSF
A MACH = 10.33 PAGE 38
DATA ST SIPS. CONFIQGURATI SCRIPTIO PCRCS ELEVO [ AILRON SPCBRK TERENCE 
IFORMAT I CN
( I) Q IA-O CFHTIB lEL 32-0T (0 TIN52 PITCH LP R 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SEF 38.7~6 SO.IN.
(CHIW) IA-60 cHTIOB tmmEL 32-CT (0 T)N52 PITCH t 158.000 .00 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 NCHES(C1007) IA-60 CFHTI08 MEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH L 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 -EF 9.3570 IPHES
Y-1P .CCZO INCHES
ZMRP .Sn40 I CES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
. . . . : :.. . . .. . . . . . . ....
.. . .
.. . . . . . . . . . .. 
. . . . .
.. .
0 . . . .. . . . . .
z 1.0
.. . . .
. . . . .
".*" . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. .
. ... . . .
S.. 
. ..- 6 . . . . ,* *
. 2, . . . . . . . .
.  .  
. . . . . . . .
.
A N . .. . . . . . . . . .2
-I .15 -10 -5 0 5 10 1*5 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 20 PSF
,A)MACH .10.33 PAGE 39
- . . . . . . . . . .. .. 
.. .. .. 
.. .
DATA SET SYBOL COW IGURAT ION ESCRIPT I ON PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP0D( REFERENCE INFOMAT ION
(CH1025) IA-60 CFHTIOB MDEL 32-T ([0 T)IN52 PITCH UP RH 159.000 -20.000 .000 SREF 3.750 SO.IN.
(CH1009) VIA-0 CFHTII ~CL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 159.000 .00 .000 .000 LREF 4.7410 INC-ES
(CHI007) IA-60 CFHT103 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 153.000 15.000 .000 .000 B=EF 9.370 INCS
YMR~ .000 IFP-ES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF(A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 40
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 40.
DATA SET SYMO CIoSUIRATICN DESCRIPTrl0N PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPBR REFERECE 
IW.CRMATICO
I1025 IA-60 CFHTI03 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73S0 SO.IN.(CH1009) IA-60 CFHTIOB IMODEL 32-T (0 T)N52 PITCH IP 158.000 .000 .OcO .000 LREF 4.7480 INCHES
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3A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 41
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DATA SET SYrBL CNFIGR.ATION DESCIPTI PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPRK REFERNE I(OR ATION
(CH1025 IA-60 CFHTIB'PO-L 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73 M SQ.IN.
(CHI009) IA-60 CFHTIOC MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 153.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7.CO IF" S(0H1007) IA-60 CFHTIO9 MOEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 EF 9.2370 I
Y1.0 ...... 3Z ? . -%' 0 i l'~ SSCALE .0100 SCE
. . . .: :.. . . .
.7 -.
L. . . ..
w .3 ..
oIL . . . . . . . .. .. ...
. . .. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
-. l . . . . . . . . . . . .: : : ..: : : : : : : :. .
a . . .
cL
-. 4
-- iL5 -0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
u ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH : 10.33 PAGE 42
DATA SET SY1MIL CONFIGLRATION 0ESCRIPT10N PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPDBRK REFERENCE I-PFATION
(C01025 Q IA-60 CFHTI9 PMCIEL 32-OT (0 T)N2 PITCH LP 1RH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7:-0 
S..IN.
(CH1009) IA-60 CFHTIOB M EL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 
4.7CO0 I;NHES
(CH1007 IA-60 CFHTIO8 MEL 32-OT (0 T] h2 PITCH I 158..000 15.000 .*C0 .000 BEREF 9.370 
INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF












































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMIL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV AILRON SPOSX REFEREMCE I.ORMATI
(CI025) IA-60 CFHTIOB M0EL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP R1H IS.000 -20.000 .000 SREF 4l.73M.0 .1.N.(C41009) IA-60 CFHT10S MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH P 159.000 .000 .CO0 .000 LREF 4.74C Itr-O S
(CHIC07) IA-60 CFHTIC8 O mEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 15.000 .000 .000X S-F 9.3G70 IN-:'ES.. 1. ... X17' 7. Ss O I NZ-1r .. S
P '.O,3 1 iC1HS
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-. 0060
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 20 PSF
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DATA SET SYM9L COW ICRAT ION DESCRI PTI 1 PRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFERENCE IF MATICN
(CHIO25) IA-60 CFHTIOB MEL 32-OT (0 TF52 PITCH LP R 153.000 -20.000 .0 .000 SREF 33.750 SO.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
z .002
.°.004 . ... . .
  
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 46
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGRATIIN DESCRIPTIN PCRCS ELEV1N AILRON SPOBR REFEI 'NCE INFORMATION
(RQI25N) IA-0 CFHTI09 M EL 32-01T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH 159.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7350 SQ.IN.(RHI09N) IA-60 CFHTIOS MrDEL 32-OT (O T)N52 PITCH UP 159.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7430 IN-FES
(RHIO7N) IA-SO CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LIP 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 e F 9.-370 If-I-S
(~RIlO3F) IA-60 CFHT10 MKOIL 32-0T (0 TIN51 RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .000 XrP' 7.3 00 IrCHES-
(RHIO2F) IA-60 CFHTIO3 rOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 YP .0000 INC HES





- . 0 . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. ' 1 ' 5 ' ' ' .,
-. 3Qi no :!5' 0 1 10 1'5 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
A)MACH = 10.33.; PAGE 47
DATA SET SYnBOL CONFIGURATIN OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV AILRON SIBRK REFEREE I . ORMAT ON
SRNI25N IA-60 CFHTIOB tCDEL 32-OT (0 T)I52 PITCH P RH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7350 
SO.IN.
(RHI9NJ ) IA-60 CFHTIO8 KDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 159.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7400 
-INCHES
(RH107N) IA-60 CFHTIO3 f M L 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH IP 15a.000 5.00 .000 .000 REF 9.2S70 
ICES
(RHI0 ) IA-60 CFHT109 rEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS 'F .000M -20.CC0 .000 .030 X!,~rP 7.-000 If-:;ES
(RH"IOF ) IA-60 CFHTIC3 MOF-L 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS C7F .000 C.00 .00  .000 .YYP 0600 INHES
(RIOlF) (r IA-60 CFHTIO M 0DEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 15.000SLE .000 .0000 z0 .93L0 ICF S
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.10
.08 . .
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM = 20 PSF














































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET S PL CON I GLRAT I 1 DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV(3 
AILRON SPIR RFERECE IFOMATIM
NA-60 CFHTIO M L 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH 158.000 -20.0000 .000 SEF 3.7350 SO.IN.
(FCllN) IA-60 CFHTIM !EL0 0 32-OT (0 TM52 PITCH LP 159.000 .030 .000 .00 LF 4.7'0 
ES
(4I07N) IA-G0 CFHTIC rZOMJL 32-CT (0 T;N52 PITCH LP 15.000 15.0CO .000 .00 E,'EF 9.Z70 3 
Ir-S
(RHI03F) IA-60 CFHTIC3 M3EL 32-0T (C TIN51 RCS OFF .000 -20.00O .000 .000 X p 7.~S 00 IC:ES
(RHI102F) IA-GO CFHTICC M'L 32-0T (0 TI,:2 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .00 Y? .CC30 IhNC-S
(RHIOIF) [ IA-60 CFHTIC MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N5I R -S F .000 15.000 .000 .CO Zlp .Ss?0 IC ES
.009 : :" . . ..
.008
.007
S. . . . . .. . . .
0 .005
.004 .... . .
'--
0 .00
..001 : : : : : :





:: : : :
-00E15 -10 -5 ' 5 l'0 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
,. .... .... . .. ... .PAGE 50FIG 9 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INERACTION 
SIM 20 PSF
DATA SET SYMBOL cLy IrATI ONESCRIPTION 
PCRC ELEVON A ILR SPBRK REFERENCE I AT I ON
0H1010] IA -60 CFHTI3 MCDL 32-OT (0 T002 PITCH LP 446.0x .000 .000 
.000 SREF 39.7 3 SQ.IN.
(CH100) IA-60 CFHTI8 P0L 3-OT T)N2 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 55.00 
LREF 4.74C0 INCSFF 9.3 70 INCHES
xai 7. SS I St-CS
.co03 IN-ES
ztrp .S -iO h IS
SCALE .0100 SCLE
z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
1. . . . . . . . .
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FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPOBRK DEFLECTION 
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(A3MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 51
DATA SET SYMBa. COwcIGRATION DESCRIPT11N PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBIR REFENCEN IFNORMATION
(CHI010 IA-6O CFHTIOs MOOEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73G0 SO.IN.
(CHI030) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N5:2 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74,0 INNCZSBREF 9. 2G70 I,.CS
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O .2
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* * *
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0- * . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
L . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 52
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFI.RATI SQ ESCRIPT N PCRC ELEVN AILRN SP R FERENCE I NDF-ATI O
(CHIO0) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.73 0 SO.IN.(CHI030) IA-60 CFHTIOS M1CDEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74&0 IN- ESBREF S.S370 IN--CS




S1.4 . . . . . .
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W . -
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_ __*o  _ _ * *_ _ _
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.0 . . . .. . . . . . . .. . • •
AAT A .H.D ... E. R. E
S FI 1 E FFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . .JET IN*ERA-TI * OS* = 7 PSF
C A) C 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 53
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIGLuRATION scIPTI ONps ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFEPEN 
I FOMAT ION
(CHIOI0 ) IA-0 CFHTI08 OPEL 32-OT (0 T)N5;! PITCH LP 446.000 .0 .000 .000 SREF 38.7330 SO.IN.
(CHI03D) IA-60 CFHTI10 MC(EL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74C0 INV-ES
PTF 9.3370 IZHSYIP 7.3 IMCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
.A.MAC 1.33. PAGE 54
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFNFGURATION4DESCRIPTIN PCRCS ELEVON AILR0J SFBRK RFERENCE 1INFCMATIMN
(CHI10) 8 IA-60 CFHTI 9 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7250 SQ.IN.
(CHO1030) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74S0 IND--SREF 9.370 INCES
ZYMRP .6S63 INCH-'ZS
SCALE .0103 SC. E
- .0•0 . . . . . .
.
. . . .
z -. 010
• . • .
.
. . .
o . . . . .
. .... .
.
. . . . .
.  .
-.014






w -. 0 . . . . . . . . .
-. 028 .
z . . .. : . . . .
-. 030 .. .
... . . . . . . . .
. .* *: * :
-. 032 .. . . . . . . .
-. 034-15 -10 -5 . 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, SIM = PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 56
DATA SET SYML CON1FIORATI!O DESCRIPTION P ECRS LEVON AILRON 
SPBRK FEERE E INFORMAT ON
(041030) 8 IA-60 CFHTIO08 MOEL 32-O1 (0 T)I2 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 
SREF 39.7350 SO.IN.
(C1I030) A-60 CFHTIB0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74 0 I~ S FSB(CH3 0REF 9.3G70 INC-TS
XRI>P 7. ZS0 I NCZS
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. o ...- 10 --5 0o 5 1 520ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM 7 PSF
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMB CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION P ELEVON AILRON SP REFECRNCE INF.ORAT lON
CHIO10) QIA-60 CFHTI08 IEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73S0 SQ.IN.
(CHI030) IA-60 CFHT103 MCOEL 32-OT (0 TIN52 PITCH UP 446.000 .00 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74". 0 1I ES
xP 7.20 INCES
YMRP .0030 INZtS
ZMRP .S *0 INCI-S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.036
.034 . . . . . . .
.032
z .030 .... . .u 0 .. . .. . ..
.028
u .026












. . . . . . . .
.
S.012 ....




.0015 -10 -5 2 5310. .. 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPODBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION , OSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 59
DATA SET SYMB. CLNFIGURATI OESCRIIPT IQ ELEVO AILRO SPOO R REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ZHI1 O) IA- CFHTIO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 44S.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7=0 Sn.IN.
(RH13CN) IA-60 CFHT 10 MEIMEL 32-OT (0 TIN52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7'CO IVZES
(RMIO2F) IA-60 CFHTIOB MZ1EL 32-OT (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 000 .000 .000 REF 9.Z370 -S




.30 . . .
.25z .20.. .. .... .... .... --..
.20
1 .1.
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-.3Q15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH -= 10.33 PAGE 60
DATA SET SYtB C'IGURATION DESCRIPTION PRCS ELEVON A ILRN SPC~K REFERENCE I NFC T I CN
C(ZHI N4) IA-CO CFHTICC 12EL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 446.000 .000 .00 0 0 0 .000 SREF 2.7 0 c". IN.
(RHI3 ) IA-GO CFHTIC r-r-L 32-0T (C T)N52 PITCH LP 44. 000 .00 .000 .0 55.0C0 LRF 4.7 ^0 I_-.S
( RH102F) IA-60 CFHTIC00 N L 32-T (0 TJIN52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .CMO E. F 9.70 I.H;7S(RHICGZ] IA-60 CFHTIC3 T EL 32-0T (C T)N49 N52 RCS OF .000 .000 .000 55.000 7.0-3 IKNI-S
.0C 03 IN_ES
SCALE .0.Co CALE
.08 . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . ....
.. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
.
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .S . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .
.0 ..... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
* . .-.. . . . . . . . . . .
. .. 
. .* * * - -
--. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . ..
S-.02
-44
-. 02 ... .... .... .
..... 
. . . . . . .. .-- - * * *
-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5 25 3
ANGLE. . . . . . . . . . . . .DEGREES
-.115 'o-1515 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
F1G 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH - 10.33 PAGE 61
DATA SET SYii COFW IlATIJNO DESCIPTINI PCRCS ELEVN AILRCON ROE2 FERENCE |i'F(*AT*T!CN
(ZHIlN4) 0 IA-60 CFHTICS MMEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.72:0 S0.IN.
(R 3I3DN]) IA-6 CFHTIC3 -.EL 32-CT (0 T)N2 PITCH LP 44.C O .000 .000 55.000 LrEF 4.70 -S(RHIO2F) IA-60 CFHTIC8 rZEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .C000 .000 ,F 9.2570 I: S
(RHICZ,) IA-60 CFHTIC3 rKZL 32-0T (0 T)N49 %52 RCS CFF .000 .000 .000 55.C00 L ) : 7.3 I 2HC SZYMP .0033 I IS
SCALE .0103 SCALE
.002 .
, .O . .. ... .. . . .. . . ........
.000
< - 002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-. 004 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Z -. 008
L -. 010
- 2 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
- .0 1 . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..





-.0215 0 5 1 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION , OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 62
DATA SET SYMBIL COLFIGULRATI4 SCRIPTI PCRCS ELEVON AILRO SP REFEWNE INFORMATION
(ZHI ONQ) I A-i CFHTIC MODEL 32-07 (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73~0 SO.IN.(RH130N ) IA-60 CFHTIC0S MEL 32-01 (0 TIN52 PITCH LIP 446.000 .000 .00 55.000 LREF 4.740 ICi ES
(MRI02F) IA-60 CFHTIOa MIOEL 32-0T (0 T3N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 CREF 9.3570 
Il-HES
"(RHICOF) IA-O CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 55.000 X1P 7. 3 IN,"Z S
ZMRiP .9340 IN f S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.030 . . . ..
U) . . . . . . . . .
x
.025
.. . . .. •.•. 
. . . . .•*.. 
. . . . . . . .
. .




II. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..
L .010
S. . . . . . . . . .. .-.. 000 . . . . . . . .. . ..
. . . .. 
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
-.000
- -. 005
. i i i. i i I. .l.
-. 0115 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 205 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 10 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9, SIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 63
DATA SET SYB(L COF I RATION ESCRIPTIO PCRCS ELEVCO AILRON 
SP. . .REFEENCE INATI..
CH1009) ) IA-60 CFHTI08 MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 15.000 .000 . .000 SREF 38.7350 SO.IN.
(CH1029) IA-60 CFHTlO08 VEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 153.000 .000 .000 55.00 LREF 4.7 0 ICES7. D20 INCHES
vYKr .0000 I NHES






. . . . . . . . . .
.
w -.6 0 25 .30S. . . . .A A. .LPHA. DEG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
. . . . .. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
U . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
.0 . .. . . . .....
- =* * *. . . . . . .- . ... .
. . . . . . . . . . .
. .
.  . 
° -. .. . . . .
2 - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . .
. .
. . . ..
. .... 
..
. . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. .- 
...




. . . . . . .
. . . . . .
- .8 . .o.. . . . . . . . . ° .
° . . ° . ° . . . . , 
. .
-1 Q..15 -105. '5 10 15 20 25 ... .30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPOBRK OEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM 20 PSF
A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 64
DATA SET SYMO. COF IGURAT I ON ESCR IPT PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDCRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(01009)( ) 0 IA-60 CFHTIO " h =L 32-OT (0 Ti)N2 PITCH UP 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SEF 33.73G0 SQ.IN.
CH102) IA-SO CFHTI03 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH iP 158.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74FO INCS..)EREF 9.3S70 I NYZI-S
R;p 7.233 INCi-ES
YM"t6P .0000 INC ES
ZMRP .SC40 r IN-SSCALE .0100 SCALE
z 1.2








* * * * 
.
-4 . . . . . . . . . .*
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.• • • -
-S
(AGE (TAK- L .. .. . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.0 
P 6
<. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .
<8.. . . . . ... . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .-. 5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 ... 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, 2SIM 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 65
DATA SET SYMBO CfIGUI TIN O CIPT ION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPOBR REFEENCE IF 
'C1ATIN
(C01009) 8 IA-60 CFHTIO~ MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.730 SO .IN.(CH1029) UIA-60 CFHT10 MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 .00 .000 55.000 LREF 4.73 IESBWF 9.70 70NCt-S
XRP 7.3Z INC'-:ES
YMRP .C'Z0 Ir;:C S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
D 1 .4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . -.
... 
. . . . . ..4
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




u -. 2 L . . . . . . . DE
S. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.8 . . . . ... ....... . .. . .
-1.0. -10 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 66
DATA SET SYMOL CFIGRATION DESCRIPTION P ELEVON AILRO SP0BR0 REFERENCE INFOMATION
c(CHI009) IA-G6 CFHTIOS M EL 32-T CO T)N52 PITCH UP 159.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7350 SO.IN.(CH1029) U IA-GO CFHTIC3 rZDEL 32-OT (0 T)N5h2 PITCH LP 158.00 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.740 VCHES
XVP 7.220 INCHES
YMRP .0100 INCKES
ZMP .S34 I NCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
1.0
. . . . . .
. . ..
.
S9 ::: . .: . .
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 5
0.
A L. .A. T .A. . :: ALPH..DEREE
- . . .
. . . . .-.2 • ...
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
. a . ..-. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
x -"i5 5 10 15 20.. ....
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM = 20 PSF
A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 67
. . . . , o 
o  
. .. °° ° . . .
. , . o . . .. . , , . . . .
. . .• . . . . . . .
. .
.5. . : : : : . .. . . . . . .
a ,3i : : . . . . . . .. . . . .. .
. , . o. .. o , , , ,o3. . .. .
04• • • " " " " " * " " " . .. . . . . .
DATA SET SYMe CNFIGLRATI DESCRIPTION PCRCS EEVON A ILRON SP K REFERENCE I ~FRAT ! ON
(CH1009) IA-60 CFHT10B M"DEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 159.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 3.73S SO. IN.
(CH1029)U IA-60 CFHTIOB MXOEL 32-OT (0 T)N55 PITCH LP 158.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7480 I CESBREF 9.Z670 INCFES)x-IRP 7.3=ZO INCHES
YMP .Otc0 INCK-ES
zli .SS40 I Fzs
SCALE .0100 SCI E
S. . ...0.
S . . . . . . .
. . .
. . . .. . . . . .
.
S -. 2
S 15 10 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 20 PSF
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATIJN DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SP0DB REFERENCE IIF 1oAT IN















S 0 . ... . . . . .. 
. . . .




. 000 . . . .... .. ., _._ . . . . . . . . . . .
" .0014





.0002-5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 70
DATA SET SYeMBOL CFIGtRATIO DESCRIPTrI4 PCRcs ELEVON AILRON SPBRK REEREN INFOMATICN
(CH1009 1 IA-60 CFHTIOB MODL 32-0T (0 T)NF2 PITCH UP 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7=0 S3.1N.(CHI029)U IA-60 CFHTIC3 PCEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 158.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7,Z; INC-ESRE"F 9.2370 I I-;,o 














z -. 0050_ _ _
- -. 007055
S-.0075- 5 -0 5 1 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 71
DATA SET SYrMBt COW IGRAT I ON DESCRIPT IN PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP]BRK REFERENCE INFORMAT I ON
(CHIO09 8 IA-60 CFHTIOO VMDEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH LP 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.730 SQ.IN.
(CH1029) IA-60 CFHTIC M0UEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 153.000 .000 .000 55.000 LEF 4.74L0 IIPZES
EF 9. 270 IN M-:ES
YP ,.00 INCKZS
Zt-P .S30 IN HS
SCALE .0103 SCALE
.014 . . . .
.013 . . . . . . . . . .N _ . . .. . . .













t.. ... .... ... .. . . . . .... ... . . .. . .
.I,--
64 .004
.00L15 -0 5 5 10 15 20 2" 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
rAIMAru - in ' PAGE 72
DATA SET SY' COIFFIRATION DESCRIPTIN S ELEVON AILRON SPDBR REFERCE I IrFRMAT I ON
(RHI049N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-0T (0 TIN52 PITCH P 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7320 SO.IN.
( RF1 I 29N) IA-6O CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 TIN52 PI TCH UP 159.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74S0 I NC-CS
(RH102F) IA-60 CFHTIOS MODEL 32-T (0 T]N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 BEF 9.3370 I1 NIS(RHI08) IA-60 CFHTIOS MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 55.000 XRP 7.2S0 -INHES
.cCO0 I:C-ES
ZMRP .SS0 I NCS
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.25:
z
., . , . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
-.30
5 .... -5 0 . . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 73
. ° . ° o ° ° ° . . . o ° . CK - .PH . ° - ' * " ° ' '' '
FI "'' "°'"C "''"R EFETO N 5 E NERCIN 3SM=2 S
.05AC . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .
DATA SET SY . CQFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPtBR REFERENCE I NF'AT I CN
IRMIO9N) A-60 CFHTIOS MID2L 32-0T (0 T);2 PITCH LP 159.000 .00 .000 .000 SREF 38.7'- SO.IN.(RHI4l2S A-60 C CFHTIO8 M1EL 32-0T (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 153.000 .00 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7 C0 IN-P2S
(RHIO2F) IA-60 CFHTIO3 V=.ZL 32-CT (0 T)N 52 RCS OFF .000 . .000 .000 EEEF 970 I'2-:S
(RHIOSF) IA-60 CFHTI03 M0OEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 55.000 .20 IN-S
K.SS O I C3o'
SCALE .0100 SCA
.100812 . : : I : : : : : : :S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.06
: :. . . . . . . . . . . .:: .: ,
S..... .... . ..... .... .... ... . . . . ._
. .... ... .... .... .. . . ... 
... ... . ....
L. . . . . . . . _ * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
................ .,,. ... .... .... ....
U. . .. . . . . . .
- .06
-. 0_.
15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 11 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMB COaFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV AILR SPOB REFERENCE INFOMATION
CH10241 IA-GO CFHT100 M0EL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .0 0 .000 LREF 33.7a0 SO. IN.
01 2 ) IA-60 CFHTIS03 ?'L 32-OT (0 TN49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .00 LREF 4.7-,c0l IE-'S
CICHIOMS IQI A-60 CFHTIC 3 EL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 
BREF 9.370 N.-HzES
....
YlP .000 1 !3 S
0 yZIRP .SSO 
INrCS
SCALE .0100 SCALE
Z . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. .
1 . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
. . . . .
S1.0 . . . .. . .
0- . . . . . . . • , . . . . .
.
. . . . . .








a .8 . . . . . . . . • . -
.2
... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-.
.-. 6. . . . . . . .
. . : -I . ........ ......
- . . . . . . . . . . ..
u
c. .- . . . . . . . . . .
. .. . . .
. . . . . .
L .. . . . . . • . . . . . ..
.. . . . .
. ... .





. . . . . .
. .
L.
-1. -0 5 5 0 5 20 25 
30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 77
DATA SET SYaMBOL . fIGURATI DESCRIPTI PCRC ELEVO AILRO SPDBR REFERENCE I O I (TON
( CH 424 IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N4962 RO.L 446.000 -20.0M .000 .0 SREF 34.73 SO. IN.(CHI012 L] IA-60 CFHTIOm IMOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.710 IN- ES
(CH1006) IA-60 CFHTIO MOrEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 REF .70 INS
YMP .C 00 INCHES




. . . . . .
. . .. . . . .
. . ....
,,, 
. . . .
w .8
. .. .. . . . . . .
.4
5 ----- ' ' I, , - , , , , , , -. . . . .
1 .2
S. . . . . . . . . . . .
0
S. . .. . . . . .
L u -. 2
U
-. 4
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . .
-. 5 0 5 15 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0 FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM = 7 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVY. AILRON SPOBRK REERENET INFORMATICO
(CH1024) IA-60 CFHTIO MEL 32-0T (0 TJN49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7350 SQ.IN.
(CH1012) IA-GO CFHTI03 M (OEL 32-0T (0 T]N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .00 .0 . .000 LREF 4.74C0 I NV-S




. . . . . .
_. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . ° . . . . • ° ° " ° ° "
r -. 015
-. 007








-.019 5 - -5 5 10 5 20 25 30
NGLIE F TTACK. LPHA, EGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 80
DATA SET SYM9 CONII'RATINI DESCRIPTI(N Pcs ELEVO AILRON ~C6IR 
REFERENCE IW'ORMATION
(0410241 IA-60 CFHT1O0 MOEL 32-01T 0 T)N492 RO.L 446.000 -20.000 .COO .000 SREF 38.7350 SO.IN.
(41012 1 IA-60 CFHT103 Y?4L 32-T (0 TIN49!N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7400 1NZCES(CH1006) IA-O60 CFHTIOS-MOEL 32-OT (0 T)N49, N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 .000 .000 REF 9.3370 1IN-ES...X( .P-... .. 7. ZS hr- I -,.S-
YMRP .OGO0 INCKES
ZMP .So40 I NCiS
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.0175








.0130ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.0125.:
AAH .01= 10.33 PAGE 81
.0110
.010515 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONWON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONs QSIM = 7 PSF
(AMACH 10.33 PAGE 81
DATA SFT SYMBOL C~NFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION POROS ELEVON AILRON SP I~FERERE NCIW',RMAT 
ION
(041024) IA-60 CFHTIOS M OEL 32-T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .002 SEF 33.7C0 S0.IN.
(CHI012) IA-GO CFHTIC3 M~OEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .0 000 LREF 4.7370 IN C-ES
(041006) IA-60 CFHTIO8 ~COEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 .0O .000 EF 79.370 INCI-HES
YMRKbP .3S I C- S
ZYRP .S~'0 INCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.022 . . --
.0 




S. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.020 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
z
.01 . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 . . . . .. . . . . . . . ." " " " " " " " * .





ANL. .. . . . . . . . . .
S.002
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
.00Q-5 -1 -5 5 10 5 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBO CO IGLRATION ESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFERENCE I F IMATION
(RHI24N) IA-60 CFHTI0 IMiEL 32-OT (0 T)N4N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7360 SQ.IN.
(RHl 12N) IA-GO CFHTIC M WEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 44S.000 0 .01 .000 LREF 4.7,0 IC~ S
(P -HI CSN) IA-60 CFHTI9 M0,L 32-T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 .003 .000 BREF 9.5 70 I^-ES(R10HI27 IA-SO CFHTIO3 tl0EL 32-T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 -20.C00 .000 .000 XMRP 7 .- IN-.1 ES
(RHI02F ) IA-SO CFHTI103 M0oEL 32-0T (0 TIN52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .00 .Co0 YMP .. O IN H-S
rl4I01F) I A-GO CFHTICS PK EL 32-0T (0 T]N51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .000 ZrP? .E530 ?o I ESSCALE .0100 S:A-E
.14
.12 .. . . .. . .. . . .
. . . . . .
. . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. Ile- . . . . . .-. . .
.10
.0 o.•. .
.. .•08. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
S.. . . . . . . . .06. . . . .
L .04
o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..-.02 . .
S-.0-
. 0
S . . . . . . . . ..0. . .
.Q: -. __5 -I0 0 10 15 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 84
DATA SE SYMBOL C FIGLRATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFERENCE IWRMATION
(RHI24N) IA-60 CFHTI09 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 
38.7360 SO.IN.
(RHi 21N) IA-EO CFHTIG9 MWEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 15.000 
.000 .000 LREF 4.7480 I NrCHES
( RH L)C IA-SO CFHTIC3 PCDL 32-0T (0 T]N49 N52 ROLL 446.00 15.000 .000 .000 
BREF 9.3S70 INIES
(MRHI07) IA-60 CFHTIC3 ~tCL 32-0T (0 T) - RCS OFF .000 -20.000 000 .000 XIP 7.33,. IES
RHIIO2F) lIA- CFHTIC3 .-EL 32-0T (0 TIN52 RCSOFT .0 .00 .00F000 .000 ""yP .Co' W INCHES
(IRHIOIF ) IA-G CFHT IO3 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .00 .000C ZAL .0100 ISCALS
.022
.020
u .0 18 .. .. . ... . .
.016 . . .. .
Q 




o .014 . . ...
z .012 7 .. .. .. .. .
S. . .. . . .. :
U .004: oo.. *. ". .
.0 0 
. . . .. 




.o ......... ..A. . .....
LL .000
-. 004





-. YOD.5 -0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 12 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 
85
DATA SET SYML ClONFIGURATION DESCRIPT PCRCS ELEVON AILR SPW REFERENCE INFOR'ATION
C(CH1023) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.730 SG.IN.
\(CH1011 ) IA-60 CFHTI03 POEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7430O INES
()CH1005) IA-60 CFHTICa 4WEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 MEF 9.3570 N- HES
4 MRp 7.00 I NCHES
Z P .9-40 I CH2S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
cn 1.4
. . . . . . ..
1.o
S 1.0 ." ".. . .. . . . . . . . .
S .8
Z .2







S.. . . . .. . . . . .
.2 - . . .. . . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . . ... TTACK. ALPHA EGREES
2-2
15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYPIBOL CFIGLRAT1N DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDRK REFERENCE INFORMATICN
(CH1023) IA-0O CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7G30 SQ.IN.
(CH0IO11 IA-O CFHTI08 MMDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74C0 INCES
(CHI005) IA-60 CFHTO39 MWOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 153.000 15.000 .000 .000 BF 9.3370 INCS
YRP .000 IN:CES
NZM .S540 iNC-ES
(- SCALE .0100 SCULE
1.9 . . . . . .
.....
w .8-
_. . . . . . . . . . . . .
_ 
. .. . . . .
. . . .




_ _. . _ _._. 
. . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . .
. .. .
S .. . .8. . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
. . . . .
. .. . . .. . .
i-
:i C.)MAC .1. PAGE 88
a-
i .... 1 PAGE 88
:: : -.2!
. . .
. .. .. ... 
. • . .
- .3 . . . .. . . . i . .. . . . . . . . . .. .
. •I .3 .F EC •3 ,LVO •E LCT o3 .4 N ,E • . . , • . . .. ..
. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~PG • .. .•° .. i•°•
u, . . ..AC • . . , ° . • o °• ° . . . . . . ! . .. .
DATA SET SYML C W IGURAT ION ESCR IPT ION PCRC ELEVO A ILRON SPD REFERENCE I NFO AT I ON
(041023) IA-60 CFHT108 IMOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73S0 SO.IN.
(CHIO1 1) IA-60 CFHTIOB MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7420 IN-IES
CH11005) IA-60 CFHTI0 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 BREF 9.3S70 I C S




.0010 T T " " " "
S. .
-. 005 . .
S-.000
-.00 • " .
-.0055
S-.0075 -10 -5 5 10 15 0 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 89
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGLRATION OEmCRIPT O PCRCS ELEVON AILRI SP0K REFERENCE IF"ATI
CH23) IA-60 CFHTIO MM0EL 32-C7 (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 159.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SrlEF 39.730 S0.IN.(CHIOi l IA-6 CFHTIOB M -EL 32-OT (0 T)N49 52 ROLL 153.000 .00 .0.0 .00 LREF 4.7423 I' ES(CHI05 I IA-6 CFHTIO I4OEL 32-OT ( T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 15.000 .000 .000 6REF 9.'70 1~-S





.j .0085 - "
0





0". . . " . . .
u .0050
0a. .0045 ::::
.0035 .. . ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .




.002 -- 5 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL. C3IGLRATIO OESCRIPT IOt PCRC" ELEVON 
AILRON SP0BRK REFERECE IWFr.1AT
un4I J IA-60 CFHTIOB MOL 32-OT (0 T)N4SN2 RCL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7350 SO. IN.
S(RHI IN) IA-60 CFHTIC3 KEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 
.000 LREF 4.780 INCHES
( RHI035N) IA-60 CFHTIC3 V iEL 32-OT- (0- T)NS9 52 RCLL 153.000 - 15.00 .C0. 000 ERF 
9.370 INCHES
(RHI032F IA-SO CFHT108 I~ EL 32-0T (0 T)N5I RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .000 xrP 
7. 3 INCHES
( RH102F ) K IA-60 CFHTIOG DL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 
S.000 C.0 .000 yr.-? O CAEINV-.S




.04 -2 .. . . .. . . ..
.06
.04
S .0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LA. - .. .-. . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
w.0 . . . . ....
2.00
-. 08 .. :g
-. 115 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 0 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
.A)ACH = 10.33 PAGE 93(A)MACH =10.33 
PAGE 93
DATA SET SYMB CONFILRATION ESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRIN SPIORW REFERENCE INFRMATION
(RHI23N) IA-S0 CFHTIO8 MMEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7350 S.IN.(RH IIIN) IA-SO CFHTIO08 ?"L 32-0T (0 TlN49 N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7460 INCHES
(RHI05N IA-60 CFHTIO 9 L 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 159.000 15.000 .000 000 &REF 9.370 INCS
(RHI03; ) IA-60 CFHTIO0 KM0L 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 -20.000 00 0 .000 Xp 7.2 INKES
(RHIO2F) IA-60 CFHTIO8 VDEL 32-0T (0 TJN52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 YKRP .C0o0 INCHES(R1IOlF IA-60 CFHTIO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .00 ZP 0 1 IV-ESSCALE .0100 SCALE
.007 " " " " " .
.. .
.0 0 .. . . . . . . . . : .
- .003 . . . . . j .
. .
L. .. . . . . . . . .
> -. 001
. 0 0 6
-. 003
- °0 0Lo. . . . . .I . ° ° I ° , -. .. . • . .
u - .005
S006 5 10 -5 5 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 13 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM = 20 PSF
> A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 94[ k MACH = I0 •33 PAGE 94
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGLRATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELE N AILRON a FK REFERENCE INI FATION
(CH I32 ) IA-60 CFHTIOB MWEL 32-0T (0 T)N49tS2 ROLL 446.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.7 S0 SO.IN.
%(CH012) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT 0O T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7EO0 ICIES
=)(CHI034) I A-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4M 2 ROLL 446.000, .000 5.000 .000 R F 9.3370 IN .lM S
-(CHI IA-60 CFHTI08 MPEL 32-0T (0 T1N49N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 I5.000- .000 XMP" 7.--3 • -I .::--S -





S .6 . . . . . . . .
.4 . . . . .. . . .. . .
. . . . . . . .
2-
.. . . .
. . . .
. .
* .
-, -° t . .. .. . * * * * * ". * -_ _ _ ..
-
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .: -** . . . . . . . . .. . . . .... ....
. . . . . . . .
.
-
S-10 -5 0 5 1 .0 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONtELEVON=O, OSIM 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 95
DATA SET SYMBOL CO~UATIIN DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEV4 AI LRON SPOBK REFERENEE I 'ATI
(CH32 IA-60 CFHTIOB MVOL 32-0T (0 T)N4952 ROLL 44S.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SPEF 33.733 SO.IN.[CH012]) IA-GO CFHTIO ?- ~EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 448.000 .000 .000 .000 LF 470 S(CHIO34) IA-0 CFHTI03 KS2 L 32-OT (0 T)WNS52 ROLL 448.000 .000 5.000 .000 CREF 9.Z370 INt-ZS
(CH1023) IA-60 CFHT1O3 MCDEL 32-0T (0 T)N4SN52 ROLL 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 X~P 7.:300 ItCE S
ZYRP .. ?40 l HES
-SCALE .0100 SCALE
D 1.0 .... : : : : . . . .- ---




. . .. . . . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
C AM .10.33 PAGE 96
w .. .. , . . . .
0-1






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AI LRON SP08R REFERENCE IF.ORAT ION
(CH1032) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MOCEL 32-0T (0 T3N49 52 ROLL 446.000 .000 -15.000 .000 
SrEF 39.72c0 SO.IN.
(CHI012 I IA-GO CFHTIC3 M UEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N52 ROLL 44G.000 .000 00 .00 LREF 
4.7^30 INVE S
( CH1034) IA-60 CFHTIC3 MCZEL 32-0T (0 T1N4SNS2 ROLL 446.000 .000 5.000 .000 EBEF 9.230 I; -S











. .• . . • . .
. . • • • 
o . . . .
S ..012.. ..:::.
S-.01: : :
- .014 .. . . . . .. ...
Lo
. . .l. . ... . . . . .- * *. . . . . . .. .
z .012 






m . . . . . .- - . ...0. . . . . . . .
-.02Q-15 -1i 0 -5 5 10 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0 QSIM =7 PSF































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYrMOL COeFILRATII ESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVN AILRON SPDB REFERENE INFORMATION
CH1032 1 IA-60 CFHTIO MIDEL 32-0T C0 T)N4N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.73 0 SQ.IN.
(CHIO12 IA-60 CFHTI03 Fr ZL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 000 .00 LREF 4.740 I S(CHI034) IA-O CFHTIOS K50EL 32-OT (0 T)N4'Nl52 ROLL 446.000 .000 5.000 .000 EE' F 9. S70 INC:- S
(CH1033) IA-60 CFHTI03 M OEL 32-0T (0 TIN4~S52 ROLL 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 XtP 7.'3CC I :. SYKp . CcOc Il *-E$




. . . . .01 . *
.016.
.018
S .0 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S .I
z .012
- . . . . ...o.o. . . . . . .
.008
<AN.LE . . . . .D E G . .E E
. ..... .... . . . . ... .
E A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 100
0 .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..
.004
.002
. 5u-- 1 10 -5 0 5 0 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONtELEVON=0, OSIM = 7 PSF





















































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYnBOL CONFIGLRATION SCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON' AILRON SPBRK TFERENCE INFORMATION
(ZHI32N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 TIN4IN52 ROLL 446.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 
33.73 0 SQ.IN.
(FRlI l2N IA-60 CFHTI03 ~0EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74G0 INCHS
(F HIO5F ) IA-SO CFHTIO3 .lEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 -15.000 .000 EF 9.3570 INCHES




.08 . . .. . .. . . .
.08
W .02
* . . . ... ... - . .. .
. . .-.02. . .. .. .. .
S. . . .. . .
. . . . . .
. . ..- -° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
-.0 8 . .. . . . . . . . .... .... .... .... .....
-. 11015 0 253
FIG 14 EFFECT F AILRON EFL. N N49N52 JET INTERACTIN.ELEVON... OSIM ....7 PSF
A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 102:A:)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 102
DATA SET SYMMX C3FIGRAT1ON 1SCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON %PBRK REFEENCE II 
FMATIM
N) IA- CFHTIC3 mEL 32-0T 1o T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 .0M -15.000 .000 SREF 33.73S0 S.IN.[R",I 12N) IAO CFHTIC3 .L 32-CT (0 T)N49 52 R~LL 446.000 .000 .000 .0C0- LREF 4.7,-S0 INCI-CS
(RHIO5F) -IA-GO CFHTIC0-t,3 EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .C00 -15.00 .000 EM~F 9.3370
(RHI02F) IA-60 CFHT 103 M EL 32-0T (0 TIN52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 - .0 X ?- .- -7;30 INC- ZS
ZyK, .920 I: S
SCALE .0100 Sc.-LE





. . . . ... .
z ... .. ... .... .... .... .... . .
.020 .. .
..01o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
S.016
.004
..,. . .....i. .........
0 .004
 .012
p. (i.,,4 . . . . . . . . . . . . ."
.. ' ' ' ' . , : : I . . * * * * * * * *
5.00 ....... . 5 1 1 20 25 13
S. . ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. EGREES
oo ..... ... . .
- .002
-.004 ...... . . . . .. .... .. ..
-.Uo . ..5 -10 5 ... .5 10 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33- PAGE 103
DATA SET SYMBOL CFG IIRATl I DEsCRIPTIO PCRC ELEVO!4 AILRON S RI REFERENCE INFCRMATION
(ZHI34N) Q IA-60 CFHTI08 MOCEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 5.000 .000 SREF 39.7360 SO.IN.(RHI132N) IA-60 CFHTIOS i OEL 32-0T (0 T)N4WS52 ROLL 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7S0 I'CHES
[RHI0GF ) IA-60 CFHTI03 M EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 5.000 .000 BREF 9.3570 INHES
(RHI04F) IA-60 CFHTIOB M~-DEL 32-T (0 TIN49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 15.000 .000 g 7.33zS INCZESYvP .00o I NhrES
ZRP .9S40 IR- S
SCALE .0100 SCALE




0 -.0020 . 004
L .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.-. 0... . . . . . . .
-'008
- .0106 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON OEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 104
DATA SET SYMB. C1FW IGoLRATION DESCRIPT N PCRCS ELEVOLN AILRON SPOV( REFERENC INFORMATION
(ZHI34N) ~ A-60 CFHTI03 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4S2 ROLL 446.000 .000 5.000 .000. SEF 38.73S0 SO.IN.
(FHI38N) IA-60 CFHTIC8 EL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.7400 INCOES
(RHI06F) IA-60 CFHTI03a rOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 5.000 .000 EREF 9.3S70 IN- S
(RHIO04F) -~IA-60 CFHTI08 MC~EL 32-0T (0 TIN49-N52 RCS OFF .000- .000 15.000. .. .000 X.p . 7.3so0 ID17-S
Z .SS40 IhCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE






-. 0 . . . . . .* * * .
z .00
z •. . . . . . . . . .•. . . . .




-. 115 -10 -5 510 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N4N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 105
DATA SET SYMBw. CNFIGRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON ~( SPK REFERECE . ORMAT ION
(ZHI34N) IA-60 CFHTIO9 PWOEL 32-0T (0 T)N4TN52 ROLL 446.000 .000 5.000 .000 SREF 33.7--0 SO.IN.
(RHI38N ) IA-60 CFHTIO3 ?CDZL 32-0T (0 T)WN4.N52 ROLL 446.000 000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.740O IN.-OS
(RHIBC6F) IA-CO CFHTIO8 MViEL 32-0T (0 TJN49 2 RCS OFF .000 .000 5.COo .000C EEF 9.370 IhC -I--SfR II04F IA-60 CFHTIOB8 IDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .0CC 15.000 .0= ' Xp 7.ZCC0 I:Co-S






. 1. .. . . . . . . . . . ..
- .016
0 .014 . .
.012
.0 10. . . . . .. . ..
z .008






.. .. . .
•. . .. : : . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK . ALPHA DEGREES
FIG 14 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION:ELEVON=0 OSIM 7 PSF
( A)MACH . 10.33 PAGE 106
:04' : lt i) 15 :' 1' :2~ 25 3 :. . . .
DATA SET SY BOL COI~GF RATIR ESCRIPT1 PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPD REFEENCE I1 T Z TIO
C( HI31) IA-SO CFHTO1 MDEL 32-OT (0 TIN49NS2 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.7-50 SO.IN.
C(CH101 1 ) IA-60 CFHTIC3 P Z'L 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.740 INCHES(CHI033) IA-0 CFHTIO3 CL 32-OT (0 T)N4S S2 ROLL 158.000 .000 5.000 .000 BREF 9.3S70 I ZCHES
-I(CHI037) IA-60 CFHTIOS tFDEL 32-0T- (O-T)N4SN52.R0LL 158.000.. .. 000 15.00000 000 XK 7.WC0 IZHES





.o o o - . . . . . . . . . . . .o o. o o. o . . o .
0
w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
.0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.. . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .....
... . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
. .
S. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ....
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, .G. oF. . . . AT TA. . ALH. .DG
. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
. . .
. .
8 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S . oo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0, OSIM 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 107
o o o o o . o . .. .. . .. .. .
o . o o * o- o , o , . , , .. ..2
o o , , . , . o o o , . . . .
0 .
o o o . o o o o , o , . .. . • . , ..
Y ' . o • . o • • o • . .. .. .. .
(AMACH : 10.33 PAGE 107
DATA SET SY OL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION P ELEVON AI LRON SPDRK REFERENCE II FORATION
(CHIO31) J IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4IN52 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.7350 SO.IN.
(CHIOI ] IA-60 CFHT108 MX=DL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7480 INCH'S(CH1033) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MCEL 32-0T (0 T)N4S552 ROLL 159.000 .000 5.000 .000 BREF 9.3570 I'KHES
(CH1037 IA-60 CFHTIO8 M EL 32-0T (0 TN49Y52 ROLL 158.000 .000 15.000 .000 Xp 7. c2~ 2 iC0 ES
Z P .S40 I HES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
1.0 : ' 
-T-r-r-1- 
-- ,-: - Tt: : ' :
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. ..
.. . , 0 . . . .
S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
C. .0o . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .WL .8
o .o . _ __. . . . . . . . . . _ _ _-. . . . . . . -...
I~i , . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.. 
. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
SANGLE F ATAC ALPHA DEGREES
.FIG 15 EFFECT OF A D(°o 'oEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0 QSIM =20 PSF
S AMA = PAGE 108
U - 1. . P 10.0 . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .
a • . ° ° , ° ° • . . .. . • • . . .
,, o .. .. . .. . . . .
,, ° ° ° • • • • o ° ° o ° o ° o • . . . .
.. . . • ° • ° • ° .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYIBea CONFIGIRATION DSCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CHI031 IA-60 CFHT1I8 MC EL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 39.7360 SO.IN.(CHIO1 ) IA- O CFHTI03 MM3EL 32-0T (0 T)NS9 N52 ROLL 159.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74~0 INCHES
(0C1033) IA-60 CFHTIC3 M ~EL 32-0T (0 T)N4952 ROLL 153.000 .000 5.000 .000 REF 9.2370 IF .~S
(CH1037) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MMDEL 32-0T (0 T)N4,52 ROLL 153.000 .000 15.000 .000 XVZP 7.220 ':E SZY P . CCO IC S
SCALE .01C3 SC.LE
-. 0010 ...
- .0015 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .











-.o. ...... . . . . . .
-.0060
-.00 70 . . . . . . . . . . >. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-. 007515 -10 5 0V 5 10 15 0 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, OSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = I0.33 PAGE 110
DATA SET SO. CNIGURATI~ON OESCRIPTION PC ELEV AI LRON SPOBR REF REN.CE IW~FCATI..
(CH1031) IA-O CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T O( T)N49N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 38.7S0 SO.IN.
(r.(CHIO l) IA-O0 CFHT103 MI0EL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 15.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74C0 ;CF*~S





LL .0065 . ....
.0060
A.0LE , O ATTA .. . . DEGREES-
.0050 
N7. 











0030 5 - 5 0 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0, OSIM = 20 PSF




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMPBL CNF IGURATIN ESCRIPTI PCRCS ELEVOI A ILRON SPDBR REFERENCE INFORMATI
(ZHI31N) Q IA-60 CFHT10B MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.73S0 SO.IN.
(FRIIIN) IA-60 CFHTIO08 MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74~0 IC-"ES(RHIOSF) IA-60 CFHTI10 MUOEL 32-0T- (0 T)N49 N52 RCS CFF .000. .000 -15.000 .000 B EF 9.237'0 INckS




S. • . . • , , . . . . . . . . . ° . .• .• • , ° -, • " ° .
. . . . . . . . .
< .000. .. . . .!
-.002 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
=;: -.oo3. .. . . . . . . . . . . .... . * *-* * * * -
. -.002
- *005
.O 15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 - - 20 25 31
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=0, OSIM 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 113
DATA SET SY0.. COI:GURAT I( ESCRIPT1(N PCRCS ELEVON A I LR SPS REFE CEr I CRAT I CN
(ZH131N) 3 IA-60 CFHTI08 MO EL 32-.T (0 T)N4"52 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15. 000 .000 SREF 43.7- 
SO.IN.
(RHilN) IA-60 CHTI09 MODEL 32-CT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.00 .000 .00 .C 
LRF 4.7 I f-:S
(RHIO0S) IA-60 CFHTIC M3- EL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 - .G0 1E5F 9.;0 IX:OCS
(RHIO2F) IA-SO CFHTIOD MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .0 .0 .0 Xp? 7. -3 I'-:
ZrP .SS40 INZK:S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.1 . .. . . . . . .
.10






.-.02 . . . . . . . . .o . .
. .
-. 04










-. 08. . . . . . .
-. 115 -1 -5 0 5 10 15 0 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=O QSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 114
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLRATION DESCRIFPTION PCR ELEMVN A ILR JSPOO REFERENCE INFIM ATION
(ZHI31N) Q IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 33.73-0 SO.IN.(RHIIN)U IA-60 CFHTICS UDJEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74wCO I- S
.(RHI5F] IA-60 CFHTI08 tMDEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N52 RCS OF .000 .000 -15.000 .000 SREF 9.3670 INCHES




.oo, .... .. . . ......... .... .... .....
• • . . . . . .. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.005
.004
m .0 0 .
>-.002
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALHA. DEGREES......




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVN=O, QSIM = 20 PSF
[A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 115
DATA SET SYMOl CONFILRATIN OESCRIPTIO PCRCS ELEVON AILR SPDBRK REFE NC INFORMATION
(ZH133N) ) IA-60 CFHTIOB MOOEL 32-OT (0 T)N4g52 ROLL 158.000 .000 5.000 .000 SREF 3.7, SC.IN.
(RHI37N) IA-60 CFHTIOS CMCEL 32-0T (0 T)N4S 2 ROLL 153.000 .0 15.000 .000 LREF 4.74C0 INES(RHIOGF) IA-GO CFHTIO3 M"DEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 5.000 .00 XREF - 9.370 IN -Z S
(RHIO4F) IA-0 CFHT1093 MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 15..00 .0 X 7. IN -1S





0  2 ....... .. ....
ANGLE . O ATTACK. ALPHA D ER E..002
S .00 e .. . : :
-. 001
-. 002 ... . .. .
z -003
z -. 006
S-.00 5 -5 5 15 0 5
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, OSIM 20 PSF
(A)MACH - 10.33 PAGE 116
OATA SET SYMO CONIOLRATIO OESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AIRON SP06 REFERE CE IFORMATION
(ZHI33N) IA-60 CFHTIOB MIOEL 32-0T (0 T)N4952 ROLL 158.000 .000 5.000 .000 SREF 38.7-O SQ.IN.
(RHI37N) IA-O CFHTIC9 FMDEL 32-OT (0 T)N4SN52 ROLL 153.000 .000 15.000 .000 LREF 4.743 INCHES
,.ERHIOSF.) IA-6O CFHT 1 VC 3EL 32-0T (0 T)3N9 6N52 RCS OFF .000 .C030 5.00 .000 BPEF 9.Z370 I S(RHI04F) IA-O0 CFHTI08 PZEL 32-T (O T)N49";52 RCS OFF .000 ;000 15.000 .000 xrl.P -7...O- I ,'C!S
ZM.2S340 I W 2-S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
12 . . .
.10
. . . . .
. .
. . . . . .
. . . .
.08
.06
• * . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
., . . . .
. . . . . . .
z. .. . . . . .. 04. 
.
LL
.  t . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
w .02
. . .. . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. .
. ....
z .00.-
-. .... .... ........... ... ....• •• • • .....
&.04
u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . ° .*. •.. . . .. . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . . . . ..
..
° * . . . . . . . . . . .
- 02
U -.04 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..
S... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-. 06. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . .
. . . .. .
. . . . . .
-.08
-. 1i15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 15 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=O, QSIM = 20 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL CF:PATI N ESCRIPTI PRCS ELEVON AILRN SPIBRK RFERENCE ICRMATICN
OCCH0361 IA-60 CFHTI09 MDEL 32-OT (0 T)N4N2 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 33.730 SO.IN.
(CH1 024) IA-60 CFHT103 ODEL 32-CT C0 T)N4SN52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74C3 INCHESELEF 9.EG70 1! Zr-S





u 1.4 .T T . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
1 2 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*1* . ..S . .. . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . o , , o l o , , . . . . .




z . . . .. . . . . . .. 
. . . .. . . . . . .
. . . . . .
S. . . . . . . . .
z
S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- .
I-<. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . -











. . . . . .
. . . . . .o , . o o o o . o o . . . . . . . . . ..
5 -0 -5 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,QSIM= 7 PSF
CAJMACH = 10.33 PAGE 119
DATA SET SYIBOL CO~IGLRATION ESCRIPTI PCRCS ELEVO A ILRN SPDBK REFER~ENCE IRMATI
(CH1036) IA-60 CFHTIS MEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 33.73S0 S0.IN.







. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- * ..
S. . . . . . . ..8
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
.
. . .5C. .A•HA * 
o .2
- .31
- * * * * 7 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
.• . . . .. . . . .. . .* o* * * * *
.1
NG. ... .TT ... . . .. .E.. .. .
.. i -10 10 1T 20 25' 30


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGLRAT1N DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP REFEREINCE INFORMATION"
(CH1036 B IA-60 CFHTIOB MWOEL 32-0T (0 TIN49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 33.730 SO. IN.
(CHIO24) IA-60 CFHTIO03 FECL 32-OT O( T)N4SN52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74C0 IFS''S
... F 9.2G70 I N-CS
.'ZP 7.Z. I NCHE S






SANGLE. . ATT ACK . DEGREES
.0 100
.0 125 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
" .0120. . . . . . . . . . . .
.0115
.0 110 . . . . . . ° . .. . . .
.0105_15 -10 -5 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 123
DATA SET SYMB9O CO FGLRATI4 DISCRPTION PRCS ELEVON 
ALRON SP R FERENCE .MORATI.
(C041036) 8 IA-60 CFHTIC MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 448.000 -20.000 0000 .000 SREF 3.7Z_0 SQ.IN.
(CH1024) IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4SN52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7
t 3 0 INC-ES
xwlz 7.3~3S ISCS7p .003 1 -ES
ZMRP S40 INri- S
SCALE .0100 SCA .E
.024 T77
.022
S* . . . . .
.018






.00_ 15  
5 0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,QSIM= 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 124
DATA SET SYIBOL C FSURATION DESCRIPTION PRCS ELEVON AILRON 
RFP06RN ECERE INOFRATI
)ZHI3N) 1 IA-O CFHTIOG EL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 33.7360 SQ.lN.
(RHI24N) IA-SO CFHTIC3 MV4.ZEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74E 1NIS
SRHI07F ) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MCOEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N52 RCS OFF .000 -20.000 10.000 .000 REF 9.3G70 IN -ZS





S.... .002. . . . . . . .
03
.2 .. . . . . .. .. ...... ..
< .004 .. ... . ... ..... ... .....
z. . .
.
. . . .
. . . . .
. . .
*J . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
. .
A NGL EF.TTAC. K LPA.D EGREES
- H- = 10..PAGE 25 "" " . ! -
S-.004 . . . . . . . . . . . .
t -.00
-.01* \ .. .... .... .... ....
-. 01615 -10 -5 5 1 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 125
DATA SET SYrMO. COFIGLRATI 1 SCRIPTION 
PRS ELEV01 AILRON SP0R REFERENCE I....MATIC
[ZHI36N) 0IA-60 CFHT10 1=L 32-OT (0 TN49452 ROLL 446.000 -20.CCO 10.0M3 .000 
SREF 39.730 S.IN.
(RHi124N) IA-60 CFHT103 KCIEL 32-0T [CC T)N4S~\2 ROLL 46.000 -20.000 
.000 .000 LREF 4.7403 I;HE"S
.12
SCALE .01 .10CALE















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES ........
FIG 1 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVNSIM 7 PSF
06MA7 = 1 7.PAGE 126
A-.o . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIELEVOW-20,0 
.1M= 7 PSF
DATA SET SYPSO_. CONFIGURATION ERIPT O PCRCS ELEV AR10000 000 REFE3. l O,N.
IZH136N) IA-b60 CFHTO1 MOEL 32-T (13 T)N49SN2 ROLL 44S.000 -20.0W 0.000 .000 SREF 38.7350 
S.IN.
(RH124N) A-o60 CFHTI08 VZOEL 32-0T (0 T)N48%2 ROLL 446.000 -20.0O .000 
.000 LRF 4.7Z3 INM-CS
(ROF IA-60 CFHTi08 "-#,.L 32-OT (0 T)VN9 iN2 RCS OFF .000 -20.000 10.000 .00 _REF 
!.3S70 IC -ES
(RH0) IA-6 CFHT10EL 32-0T (0 T)N5I ' RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 
.0 M. 7.r5 Ia=,"-CS
ZZ2P .5320 I ?-,-S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.026 -7T-:-:-r7 -.0 2 4 . . . . . - : . . . . . . . . . .
0 2 2 . .. . ... . . .
. .. . . . . .
. . . .
.024
.022 . . . . .. . . .: ::
U,
x .020
.016 .. .* . . : : :: : :
U. .. . . . . . . . . .
.0121. . . ... . . . . . ..:: : : . .: : : :. .
.010.. . . .
.








-. 00 -5 -10 -5 5 10 15 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 16 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,QSIM= 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 127
ATA SET SY L. CCF IGURATN ESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVCN A1LRO'N 
SP3R'K RFEREPCE I 1FCRATI
([0CHI035) 8 IA-60 CFHTIO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4942 ROLL 150.000 -20.C00 10.0 .000 SREF 30 730 I.IN.
( CH1023 IA-60 CFHTIS MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N4 52 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 94.7370 lt ESREF 7.3370 ES
mJ yMRp .0003 IN s





1.2 .. . . .
. .8 . ... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . .
3.4




u . .° : . . . . .
* : , *° * . . . . . . . . . .




. . . . . .
. . . .
. . .
1 -1.Q15 -10 -5 -5 Yo 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 128
PCRCS ELEVON AILRCN SPDBRt REFERENCE INFeMATION






(1035 A--S CV FHT I08 DEL 32-0T (0 TIN4N52 ROLL 158.000 -20.00 10.000 .000 SLEF 4 .74O ISN.N.
(CHI023 i A-SO CFHT108 MEL 32-OT 0 TN4I 2 ROLL 158.0o 
-20.000 .000 .00 LRF 4.7 I-EEIA Z  9.370 iNZ-ES
X,, WIP 7. .SS2 I: 1.0





S. .. . .
. . .
. . . ..
.5 . . . .. . .
S... . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
z . . . .
. . . . .. ........ ... . . ..--.. .... 
. . . .
*•1 ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA• DEGREES
MAH = 10.33
) ( • ° • • ° • 
• ,•
DATA SET SYMBO COFIIRAITI ESCRIPT PCRCS ELEVO AILRON SPOORK 
REFERENCE I,..RMATI..
I IA- FHTIO MOEL 32-OT (0 T) 2 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 
33.7Zt0 SQ.IN.
CH10 23 IA-60 CFHT103 MWEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 153.000 -20.000 .000 
.000 LREF 4.74S0 13-5S







. . . .
. . .
 . . .. . . . . . . . . . : :
Z ,7 .......... ...




. .. . .
.. .
. .. . .. . . . . .
-. 
... .. 
. . . :
1 .. . . . . . . .. - ' 5 1 20 2 3
.N . . . . . . . . . .
A DEGREEOf. .
U (A)MACH = 10.33
DATA SET SYMBOL Co Lr"AT!ON DESCRIPTION =CC S0 390 7R SO. N.(t41035] 8 ~IA-6O CFHT103 MO EL 32-OT (0 T)N492 ROLL 158.000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 3.70 SO.IN.C0'1023 IA-O CFHTIO3 L 32-T O T]N452 RLL 15. 000 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74-00 INCHESF 9. Z:70 1 NCF- S














= -.ooso w .... ... : : : , ..... ...
zw -. 0065
-. 0075_ -00 '5 0 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION,ELEVON=-20,OSIM= 
20 PSF
PAGE 131r AMA'H - 10.33
DATA SET SYB. CONF I AT IN DESCRI PT ION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBR REFERENCE IFRMATIcN
CH1035] 8 IA-60 CFHTIC3 MOEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 150.000 -20.000 10.C00 .000 SREF 33.7380 SO.IN.

















.0030 . . .* . . . . . . . . . . .
.0030
.0025- 5 -1' -5 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 20 PSF
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DATA SET SYMBOL COF IGURATIO DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRONJ SP-RK 
REFER -E I FORMAT IM'
(ZHI35N 0 IA-GO CFHTIO0 MCI L 32-0T (0 T]N49N52 ROLL 159.000 -20.000 I0.0o .000 LREF :.72SO S0.N.
(RH123N) IA-GO CFHTIC3 Z;1EL 32-0T (0 T)N4cI52 ROLL 153.000 -20.000 .000 .000 LFR F 4.7,30 INhI-ES(RHIO7F) IA-SO CFHTIO3 PMCDL 32-0T (C T)N49 N52 RCS OFF .000 -20.COO 10.030 .000 E.F 9.5370 IN ,2S





S . ... ... . . . . . .








U .001. . : : . .: :: :
-- 005
-. 002 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 20 PSF
A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 134
• ° • . ° • • .
DATA SET SYPOL CFl"RATI DE. RIPT 11 PCRCS ELEVCN 
AILRON SPOOM REFERENE INFR0AT I M
(ZH3) IA-60 CFHTIOB PMEL 32-T (0 T)N4N52 ROLL 19.o000 -20.000 10.000 .000 SREF 33.7360 SC.IN.
(IRt234) [ IA-60 CFHT108 tCL 32-OT (0 T)N4SN452 RG.L 153.000 -20 .00 co .030 LFEF 4.7C-3 1 -ES
(RIO7F) IA-60 CFHTIM8 MWEL 32-OT (0 TN N52 RCS FF .03 -20.000 10.0 .000 EF 
9.70 IS
(RHI03F) IA-60 CFHTI1MI EI 32-0T (O T)I5 RCS 0FF .000 -20.030 
.000 .000 X 7;3S l -'S
* S-343 I340 S
SCALE .0103 SCALE
.12 .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . / .. 
. . .
.10
S. . . . . . . . .
. . . .
.
. . . .
.06 . . . .















Z .00 . . .
w . . . . .
- .. ..... ..... .. .. .!. . .... .......
. . .. ...
. .
... . ...








... . . . ...08. . . .
° 
-5tO 0 5 10 15 20 
25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON DEFL. ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 
135
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGRATIN OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPDRK REFERCE I,RMAT CN
(ZHI35N ) IA-,0 CFHTI00 MEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N2 ROLL. 158.000 -20.000 0I.0C0 .COO SREF 3 1.723 O S0.1N.(RI124) IA-GC CFHT103 WMOL 32-OT (0 T ISNN52 ROLL 15..000 -20.000 .000 .000 LRF 4.7C0 ,-S
(RHI"07Fr IA-6O CFHTIO MCOEL 32-OT [0 TN49 N52 RCS FF .00 -20.000C 10.000 .000 EFF 
9.- 0 II *-.&S
(RHIO37 IA-60 CFHTIOS PDEL 32-0T (0 TN5I RCS OFF .000 -20.000 .000 .,000 U 7.C C3 It-S
YZ.-P .5;340 Iz r
SCALE .01C SC/-LE
.009 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
.008








z .0 A FT.NA 
... :... ... 
EGE
- .000 1 :: 1150. . .
N. 0 .TA. . . . . . ,.




-. 005 c : .. : : : : : : : " .
<~ os 1r5- -I' 00 10. 1'5 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 17 EFFECT OF AILRON OEFL, ON N49N52 JET INTERACTIONELEVON=-20,QSIM= 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 136
DATA SET SYMBOL COF IRATION ESCRIPTION CRCS ELEVON AILRON 
REFERENCE IFO.ATON
O(CH1012) Q IA-60 CFHTIO0 MMEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 3.72S0 S0.IN.
%(CH1028 ] IA-60 CFHT103 TCOEL 32-0T (0 T)N4N52 ROLL 446.000 . . 55.000 LREF 4.7470 INZhES
XrTP 7.30 I N' ES
m 
YKRMp .COCO I N-ES











. . .. . . . .
o . ...8.
-.6 .. . . . . . .
d . . . . .. . ... . .. . . .
-. 8 ,
C 12
X-I 1. - 0 5 - 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF-A)MACH 1033 PAGE 137
DATA SET SYMBOL CNFIWLRATIN ESCRIPTIO PCRCS ELEVO AlLRO SPDBRK REFtRENCE 
INFMATI N
(CH1012) IA-60 CFHTIOO MOEL 32-OT (0 TN49 N52 ROLL 44.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7360 SQ.1N.(C1028) IA-O CFHT103 FdWDEL 32-OT (0 TN4S~2 OLL 446.000 .000 .000 55.000 LEF .4.740 IN:ESS
Xfl1P 7.=0 INCESYMI p.030o I -s
N Z'.P .5&0 INCHES
-i SCALE .0100 SC/.LE
1.0
9 ... . . .. .




S. . . . . .*. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . * *
w .8... .
1. .2 -. "
S. . . . . . . . : : : . . .. : : : . . . . . . . .
. ... . .. . . . . . . .
U - : : : :
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES: ......
. . .. 
. .. . . . . . . .
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPDBRK OEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
5 CA)MACH 10.33 PAGE 138
: :2: : : : . . .
w : : : : : : : . . ' . .. .. . .
1 ° • ° • . . .
.. .
• . . • ° • °° 
. .
. . . . * . ° • ° • 
. .• . .. 
.
. ° ° * ° * .. . ° . .
.. .. 
.. ..
- ° .. . . .. .. .. 
. .. .o .
u 0 . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .
L . * * . ° ° . ° ° . . .. .. ° . .. 
.
. . . . . .
. ° . .. ° .. ° • .
. .. .
v,. . . . . C ! F . . . . . . . °EL CTO . . . . . . . . . . .ER CTON SI - 7
.. 
.. .. . .. . : : : : l : : :



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SY CO IGARATIN DESCRIPTIN PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPOBR REFERENCE IWMATION
CHI012) Q IA-60 CFHTIO0 MCIEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 44S.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.730 SO.IN.
(CHIO028) IA-60 CFHTI08 PUDEL 32-0T (0 T)N4N52 ROLL 446.000 .0CO .000 55.000 LREF 4.71-0 I-ESB.EF 9.370 I C'S
XM'P 7.3Z20 I CF-:ES
Y-RP .C - INC~S
ZIRP . LSO Ir!:-S
SCALE .0100 S/LE
.030 '
0. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..




. . . . .. ..
w
- .02.-
o .014. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U .. . . .
. . . .
.. . .
. . . ..




E- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • * • • o , * , 
* * * * . * * • . . .
.010
S. . . . . . . . . . . .
o . . .
_J .004
w .0 1s . . . . . .. . . . ..< 
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . .
.004S 00• . . . . . . . . .
.002 .. . . . ..
.- b 10' 5 0d 5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPOBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 142
DATA SET sna. CONFaIGLRATI DESCRIPTIN PCCS ELEV0N AILRON SPDB REFERENCE .- ,F MAT .I
I(RI 12N) IA-60 CFHTI09B iMEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.720 S.N.
(RHFI2' N I IA-60 CFHTIG3 MDEl 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 446.000 .0Co .000 55.000 LREF 4.74C' I NCES




.002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
.000 . • • • . . .
. . . . .
. . . .
. . . . . .
.
. . . . .
-. 002
-. 004
0 -. 002 . . . . . . . .
"-.010 . .




-. 0241.5 -0 -5 0 5 10 15 20 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 143
DATA SET SYMPB. CONFIGRATIOI DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVIN AILRN SPOBRK REERENCE INFRMATIIN
(RHI12N) Q IA-60 CFHTIC0 MMOEL 32-0T (0 T}N49 N52 ROLL 44G.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73,0 SO.IN.
(RHl2N) IA-60 CFHTIC3 ~ L 32-0T (0 T)N42SN2 ROLL 445.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.74=, I :CES(RHI02F IA-60 CFHTIO3S Ma-L 32-0T (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 .000 BREF 9.2370 INCA-S(RHIlF) IA-60 CFHT108 raMEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 N52 RCS OFF .000 .000 .000 55.000 X~P 7.: C3 IN:-S
ZVPI .S&0 I N:CS
SCALE .01 SCALE
.14 7 1 1
.1 .. ... . . . .... .... . . . . . . . . .. . .' .
z .08
U .02
. 0 2 . . . . . . . .. G . . . . . . ..
I-
S .08. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 144
DATA SET S I CCFIORATI'IN ESSCRIPTIN PC:RCS ELEVONl AILRON SP-'.K 
REFERENCE IFOR?1ATON
CI~qI 2N)3 IA-60 CFHTIoo MCCEL 32-0T €C T)N49 N2 ROLL 446.000 .000 
.000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SO.IN.
(R412JN U IA-SO CFHTIQ08 KMEL 32-0T CC T)N4SN2 ROLL 446.000 .000 .000 55.0O 
LREF 4.7 * I lNC-'S
(RHI020) IA-GO CFHT103 rZDZL 32-0T (0 T]N52 RCS OFF .00 
.000 .000 6~EF 9.s70 IN-' ES
([RHI{CS) IA-O CFHTIB iEL 32-OT (0 TN49 N52 RCS O .000 .0030 
000 55.000 x R 7.2s INCH-S
ZivP .940 INcJ-.ES
SCALE .0100 SCALE










Z . . . . . . . .. 
.
. .
. . . .
.
b! .012
S.008 . . . . . . .









-. 006-15 1-5 5 15 0 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 18 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 145
DATA SET SYP903 CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRN SP0BRK REFER NCE IWRMlMATI~N
O(CH1011) O IA-SO CFHTI09 XDIEL 32-0T 0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 159.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 39.73-0 S0.IN.
( CH1IO27 J A-60 CFHTIC3 PCEL 32-OT (0 T)N4S92 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7.0 INCES
D EEF 9.Z370 I NC ES
X11 7.2EO 1NCHES
Y. ' .C0C3 IN :-:"S
ZRP . IS30 I CFES
SCALE .0103 SCALE
CA 1.4 -yr-.- . . . . . . . . . . . .1T T T
L 1.2








. . . . . . . .. . . . .
. .. . . . . . . .
.
. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
2 . .. . . . .* * .* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
L -. 8
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • ... ••-...
* , , • . . . I. " • * * * * • * * " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
IL - 0-i5 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3
< ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 19 EFFECT OF SPOBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMOh CON IGRATION DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVN AI LRON SP3RK REFERENCE INF I MATION
(CH1011) IA-60 CFHTI08 MVDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73~0 SO. N.(CH1027 I IA-60 CFHTl08 M =EL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL 158.000 .000 .000 55.000 LEEF 4.7403 I"C- SEF 9.3S70 I r.-:ES
XP 7.2CO I .C S




S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
z 7
C. . .. . .. . . . .
U4
.5
. . . .L T ... . ... . . .
a A14
0: . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
.2-
. 15 . . . ......
<A N L . . . . . . .. 
. . . . . . .
.
° • °° 
. .. .
LL - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3-. - ' . .. .
C, .. • . .. . .. .
• ° ° ° ° • .. . .. .. 
.
DATA SET SY- CF IGLRATON OESRIPTIN4 PCRS ELEVON AILRON SPCE FET rCE IR .5 MATIN
(0CH1011) IA-60 CFHTIl03 IM L 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 158.000 .0"0 .000 .0O0 SREF 33.730 SC.IN.
(CHI107Z7 1A-o60 HT 10a8 MEL 32-0T [0 TN42 R(LL 153.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.374C70 IINES6.x P 7.370T INCH-HES
7.S3M INCY S
YMRP .C JO IN':ES
Z?'P .9340 I NC..ES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
-. 0015 ' '
-. 0020 . . .
c-.0025
S-.0030 . . . . . . . . .
.003. ... . .... .
- . 0. .. . .. . . . . . .003. .. .....  ..
Z -.0045 • :::. .
z
•-.0050 L .. : : :: ::
z -. 0055
-. 0065
- .. .. . . . .
. . . . . . .
-.00 5 .... .....
w -. 0070
AMA 0 PAGE 149
)C.ooso .. 33 P 149
.008_15 ;1' -~5~ O 5 10 1' 2025
DATA SET SYMBOL. b ISURATION ESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SP-S- REFERENCE IIC'MATTINC
(CHIO 1) ) IA-60 CFHTIOO 9ODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL 153.000 .000 . .000 SREF 33.7 0 SO. IN.
(CHI027) IA-60 CFHTI00 1]iEL 32-0T (0 T)N4SN52 ROLL 153.000 .00 .000 55.000 LEF .7 I S
XM ,P 7.2213 IN:rES


















.004655 1. • ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 19 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 150
DATA SET SYMOL COFI'.RATION DESCRIPTION 
PCRCS ELEVON AILRON >SPDVB REFERENCE IFORMATIO
(CH1011) IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOOEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROL 159.000 .000 .000 .000 SREF 33.7S0O SO.IN.
(CH1027) IA-60 CFHTIO8 ODEL 32-0T 0O T)N4952 ROLL 158.000 .00 .00 55.000 LREF 4.70 I1tCES
Xt--? 7.3 ~0 I NCI-ES
Y.VP .0 0 I NOES
Z1- ? .9s40 INoCHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.0 10 ' "- :.:.. : : : : : : :
.009 /
o
S..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .




- . o .... . ..... . . . . ."... . . ... . . . ..





w ... . . . . . . . .
.000 1
-. 00L 5  -10 10 1'5 0 25 
3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 19 EFFECT OF SPOBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM 20 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMB CWIaAT 1O, 4 RIPTTIl 
PCRCS ELEVO AILRON SPa~ REFERENCE I..F..AT(..
1(IN) IA-6 CHTIO ML 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 ROWL 158.000 .000 000 ..000 SRF 39.730 SO.IN.
(1RHI27N ) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MOIEL 32-OT (0 T WN4t52 ROLL 153.000 .000 .000 55.000 LREF 4.7430 INCHES
(PHI02F) IA-60 CFHTIOB r~03L 32-0T (0 T1N52 RS OFF .0o .000 . .
0 BEF 9.3G70 IhHS
(RHIM7 IA-6O CFHTIC3 .-EL 32-CT (0 T)N49 N52 RCS CF .000 .030 
.OCO 55.0o3 X*P 7.2C0 I ZS
ZKR c'40 I 'C;-2S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.12
. . . .. . . . .
. . . . . . • .
.
.08
.08 . . . . . .. .... .. .
.
SP. 
. . . .. .
.
. . . . .
S. .. . . . .
.. . .
. . . .
. . . . .
. .
. . . .
.  ... .... ....
L .*.* 






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. .....DEGREES...
A)MACH = 10.33-'-- ....
,. . . . . .
. . . .. . .
. .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 19 EFFECT OF SPDBRK DEFLECTION ON N49N52 JET INTERACTION, QSIM 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 153
DATA SET SYML~ CIT IRATI N ESRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRCN SP0W0K REFERENCE IFORMATIO~
(RHIIIN) IA-60 CFHTI M EL 32-OT (0 T)N49 162 ROLL 15.000 .03 .000 .000 SREF 33.7330 S0.IN.(RHI 7N) IA-EO CFHTIC9 MI-~L 32-T (0 T)N4S2 ROLL 153.000 .000 .030 55.000 LREF 4.7430 IC F:IS










< .001 . . . . . .. .
S-.ool
W .000
. . . . . .
. .
.
. . . . . . • . . . .
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SPAGE 15.0044
-. 005
.002 . .....0 .5 26 . . .. . .. ..0 25 30
o , . 
DATA SET SYM9I COWIQ.RAT10DESCRIPTIO 
pCSN ELEVOA I LRON S0lM8R REFERENCE INFOVATION
04H1018 01 IA-S0 CFMTIOO MO= 32-OT (0 T)N1 YAV LM 504.000 -20.000 .000 
.00 SREF 33.7Z0 S0.IN.
E(C016) IA EO CFHT13 I-L 32-OT (0 TI YA LH 000 .000 .000 
.000 LREF 4.74r0 IrHES
(CI022) IA--60 CFHTI03+-OML 32-OT- C T)N51 YAV 504.000 
15.000 .000 Q EF 9.670 |INFS
a~ p.0:00 I .- cS
Z .9340 INZS
SCALE .01CO SCALE
1.4 . 7. .
1 .2 _. . . . ._ . . .
. . . . . .
. .. .
w 1.0 ..
CD . . . . . . . .
.8
. . . . .
4 . . .. . . . ..
M, . . . . . . . * . ..-. . . . . . . . . .
0 .. . . . .. .
. ,.2 .o.. O . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . .





. . . . .
. . .
. . . . . ...
8-
U. . . . . , .*.°.o..
a -.
I-.Q1 -'0 -5 0 5 10 1 20 5
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 155
DATA SET SYMBO. CVIGLIRATILN DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVN A ILRN SPC8RK REFERNCE IN AT I O
(CH018) IA-60 CFHTIO3 PA=ML 32-0T (0 TIN51 YAV LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.730 S.IN.
(CHI0s) IA-O0 CFHTIO3 MCDEL 32-0T (0 T)N5I YAV LH 504.000 .000 .000 .C000 LRF 4.7':O 1 vS
(CHC1002 IA-60 CFHTIO3 tVZEL 32-OT (C T)N51 YAV 504.000 15.000 .000 .000 EEF 9.70 1 s





. . . . . . . . .... 
. . . .. .
• . . . . . . . . . . .S.. . . . . . . . .. . . .
CI,
.1
! .0. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
a-
w -. 4• ° .. •.
.1-10 -5 0 5 10 15 0 5 3
0,ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 156
. • •° . , ° . . • . ° . .
• . .. .
• 1 . . . .... ..r!!i ~ . .
. ° • ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° ° 
° • • ° .. .
° • • ° ° ° . ° ° °.. .. 
° . .. ° .. .



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYP MB CNFIGRATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPIS REFERENCE ICRMATIN
(CHIl1 ) IA-60 CFHTIO9 PC0EL 32-0T (C T)N51 YAV LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF -3.720 S0.IN.(CHIOIG) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MOOEL 32-0T (0 TIN51 YAW LH 504.000 .000 .000 .O LREF 4.7 ZO II:CIES
(CHIO02) IA-SO CFHTIO3 MK EL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAW 504.000 15.000 .000 .000 EZEF 9.270 IN-2 eS
YP .CC,3 I -2I:S
Z .- P . 0 I. i-S
SCALE .01C0 SALE
1 .4 . . .. . . . . . .. . . .
1.0
. ,U.. .... 
. . .*:
S 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
S. ..
2
o .4.° . . . . . °. °*.. .
0*• -. . . . . . . . .°. .° • - ° ° ° ° • . .. . .
w- 2
, .2 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
8 -.4
-
*L° ° ° • • ° • ° ° !. . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
. . . .
0. .I " " . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . .. . .
. . . . ... .
. . . . .
-1 -5 5 . . .0 . 1 5 20 25 30
-1.-15 -10 -'5 '5 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 158
DATA SET SYMB1L COf ILRATION DESCRIPTI4 PCRC ELEVCN 
A ILRON SPCR REFEREN I IFORAT I ON
(CH1010) IA-60 CFHT1 3 VM1L 32-OT (0 TIl51 YAW LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7 0 S.1N.
(CHI016) IA-0 CFHTIO3 YDEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH 504.000 .0.00 0 00 000 LREF 4.7420 INHCES
(CH10021 IA-EO CFHTI13 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)NSI YAW 504.000 15.C00 .X0 .000 EF 9.3G70 IN-S2 J ., 7.:Z'Z= I NZCE S











AG.F TA CK. ALHA
S-.0050....
z -. 0055•... . . . .
-. 0050 ....
EPAGE 159
ANL OF. ATAK ALPHA,.. 
....ES
DATA SET SYM3L CONFIGlRATIN OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPBRK REFERl 
E I FORMAT I CN
(CH1018) IA-60 CFHTIOC MCO3L 32-0T (0 T)M51 YAV LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .00 SEF 3.7-0 SQ.IN.
(CHIOIG) IA-60 CFHTICO MCT.d.L 32-OT (0 T)I5 YAW LH 50 .000 .C000 .00 .000 L EF 4.7) ICF-ZS



















c. .0015. • .
.0010
.0005_ '5 10 -5 05 1'0 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 160
DATA SET SYP CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION PS ELE AILRO SBRK REF~ 3.73 ISFOS1.T
(CH1018 1 IA-60 CFHTIOS M 0EL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAV LH 504.00 -20.000 .000 .000 LREF 34.7f-0 S.1iN.












-. 0050 - 10 15 5 3
C -.0050 ....3 .
1' 1 NL FATCAPA ERE
FI 0EFC FEEO ELCINO 5 E NEATOQI S
CA)A 1.3 PGE 16
DATA SET SYMOL. CIFIGLRATION DESCRIPTIN PCRCS ELEVO~J AILRON SPBRK RE FERENCE INFORMATION
( CHI018 IA-6O CFHTIOB8 M EL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.720 5O.IN.
(CH1016) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MV=EL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV LH 504.000 .00 .000 .000 LREF 4.7'275 I 'N-S
(CHl02]) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV 504.000 15.000 .000 .O30 6ZEF 9.2570 IC N- SXf",' 7.3Z_3 I .- :ES
CZOP . I0 IES













-J .01 .. . .. .. . ..
.0 1. . ... .
.014
ANLE F ATTACK013 ALPHA DEGREES
.012
.011 ---- L
.01Q.0-' DO -5 0 5 10 15 20 25 3b
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 162
DATA SET SYMBO. C  IGRATI0N ECRIPTI5N PCRCS ELEV5N AILRI SPDBRK REERENCE I OR AT 
I (4
1) Q IA-GO CFHTI(0 M* EL 32-0T (0 T)010 YAV LH 504.0J0 - 0.Q .( .0003 SREF 3a8.7-0 SO.IN.(RI41Ie IN) IA-GO CFHTIC t-2EL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV LH 504.000 -20.0000 .000 0 LREF 4.74  IE S 
-
(RHIl6N) lA-GO CFHTIC3 M DL 32-OT (0 T5s1 YAV L 504.0 .000 000 .000 LFF 4.7, 3(RHI.402N) IA-60 CFHTI03 Kt00L 32-0T (0 TN5 YAV 504.000 5.000 .000 .000 EnEF 9.-'30 Ir,:-;-ES
(R02IO ) - IA-EO CFHTIO1 rZZEL 32-OT (0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 -20.00(0 o .C X/.cc 7.Z23 I S(RII027 ] IA-SO CFHTIC3 -=-'L 32-0T (0 T)Ns2 RCS 7 .F ..000' .C 0 .0O Y.0V00 .' IC-C S
(RH IOF ) ' IA-GO CFHTIOS3 tOEL 32-0T (0 TSI51 RCS OFF .000 15.CC0 .000 .0c0 1 .SCO SCFLES





-a ........ . : :
.002
-. 009
CAMACH =10.33 PAGE 163
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF lIRATlIN DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVN AILRa S'DBRK REFERE1E INCE lF ATI( N
RH 41ISN ) IA-60 CFHTI 0 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAW LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF :3.70 Sf. IN.(RHIl N ) A--' CFHTI3, MC?"L 32-OT (0 TFi51 YAV LH 504.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74'O I --ES(RHIO2N41N IA-60 CFHTIC3 I3 EL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAV 504.000 15.000 .000 .00 L.EF 9.2370 I-:S
(R-4O137 IA-GO CFHTIC3 -EL 32-GT (0 T)3 I RCS OFF .0M -20.000 .000 .c003 xrP 7._23 I'NEs
(RHI027 ) IA-CO CFHTICC :,EL 32-CT (0 T)"52 RCS CF .000 .000 .000 .000 Y?"Z .00C0 -S(RHIOIF) ( IA-60 CFHTIO0 r00L 32-OT (0 TN51I RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .030 Z?".p .S'lO IN-sSCALE .01co SCALE
.12. . . . . . . . . . .. . .S ... . .... .... .... ... .. .. ..
.10 . .
.04 . . . .. . . . . . . . .
.-. . .. . .. . .. . . .* . ... .
U-
w .02
. . . .7 . .. ** * .
-_.0, . . . .. . .i l., . . . . . . . . . t. .
a
- .04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ... ...
-. 08
-. 05 -10 -5 0 5 0 15 20 5 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBM. COFW IOlATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK REFERECE IFCRMtATION
(RHI 6N) IA-60 CFHTI3 t~L 32-OT (C T)N5I YAV LH 504.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.73 0 S. IN.
(RHI I6N ) IA-60 CFHTIC3 P'CL 32-0T (0 T)N5l YAV LH 504.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7CO Ill0S
(RHI02N) IA-GO CFHTI3 VMZEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV 504.000 15.000 .000 .000 EREF 9.-370 I2-S
(RHI037) IA-60 CFHTIGO r~L 32-0T (0 T)I51 RCS OFF .C -20.OCO .C00 .000 XRP 7.' I?- -. S
(RH1027) IA-60 CFHT103 V EL 32-OT (C T)N32 RCS CFF .C00 .0:O .000 .000 Yt-lP .C-.O I;-:S
(RHI01F) (j IA-SO CFHTIO MQ3 EL 32-0T (0 T)I51 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .C ZE .) Or "-SCALE .0IO0 Sci..lE




.008 . . . . . . .
a. ..oos . . . . .
.0 4. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...004. . . . . . . . .
LL
0 -. 002
-.oo . . . .. .. . . . ...t
-4 000
. . ..- I . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- .0 12. . . . . . . . . . 1 . . .. .. . ... "
-. 014-15 -10 '5 0 5' 10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 20 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 156
DATA SET SYP. CC IQ RAT ION ESC RIPT0 PIOCS ELEVO AILRON SPOBRK EFERECE I F0WCAT 
I CN
C1017) r A-GO CHTICO MEL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAV LH 179.00 -20.000 .0 000 SEF :3.7~0 S.IN.
(CHI015) IA-G CFHTI03 MMEL 32-CT (0 T)N51 YAW LH 179.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7.C30 I S
(CHI001) IA-60 CFHTIO03 r0CL 32-OT (0 T2N51, YAW 179.000 15.000 .000 .000 EF 9.2370 INC-S
Y pO .0 'z0 I0 0 ES
Yl .S40 IN-C"S
SCALE .01CO SCALE
1.2. . . . . . . .
1 .0 .. . . .. . . . . . .
S .0 . . . . . .z
.8
°.° . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . .
L* -
.




° .. . . . . . . . . . .
. . . .
. .
.






z .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ! . . . ° ° ° * * 





1 .Q -10 5 0 5 10 1.5 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION. OSIM 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 167
DATA SET SYMBL CNFIGRAT I DISCRIPTION 
PCRCS ELEV AlLRO, SPB REFERENCE INsFORMATION
(CH 017 ) IA-60 CFHTIC MbL 32-0T (0 TI)N5 YAV LH 179.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 34.7~=0 .SON.
I0 IA-0 CFHTI L 32-T [ TI YA LH 179.000 .000 .0C .00 LREF 4.74 
S
(CHIO01 I -60 CFHTIC3 1ICEL 32-OT (0 T)NSI YAV 179.000 15.000 .000 .000 E:EF 9.,-'50 1 iZ-S
yP .S~ 0 IN t.S
SCALE .0100 SCALE



































S-.15 10 15 20 25 30
o°ANGLE OF ATTACK 
ALPHA. DEGREES
(A)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 1
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVON AILR'N SP0BC REFERE.CE I..F.AT ..I




w .. . . . . .. ...
0I
. . .. ..: : : : : : .. .. .
. . . . . o. . . .
. . .
. ... .
-.- . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . .
u,
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM = 20 PSF
, A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 169
DATA SET SYMe COF IGRATIOIN OESCRIPTON PCRCS ELEVON AILRON 
SPO B .REFERENCE INFORMATION
(041017) Q IA-CO CFHTI3 r-X"L 3-2-OT (C TINI YAV LH 179.000 -20.000 .C000 .000 SREF 39.730 SO.IN.
(CHII015) IA-O CFHTI3 I L 32-0T (0 TM51 YAV LH 179.000 .CO .C00 .000 LREF 
4.74.3 WlrHS
(CHI01) IA-f CFI1HTI03 I .L 32-OT (0 T IN51 YAV 179.000 15.0 0 .000 .003 E"F 9. ' 0
,-. I ,:-:ZS
SCALE .01o00 c-iLE
1 . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .w . . : : . . . . . . . .
. ..
_
S. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
. .
.2 -... . . . . . .




-... *. . . . .. . . .
I .2 . . . . . . . . . .. .
. . . . . .









. . . . . . . . . . ..
.. . . . . ..
. . . . . . .







-8 I. . . . . . . . . . .
< . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .
-1.Q15 -10 53
ANGLE OF ATTAC . ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION OSIM 20 PSF
(A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 170
. . . . °° ° ° ° • , ° ° 
• ° ° ° ° . .. .














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA ET SYPOBL CONIGURAT10S DESCRIPTION 
PRS ELEVON AILRRN S NRK REFENCE IWfMATIC
(CH1oT7 A-60 CFHTIO0 EL 32-OT (0 TII)N YAW LH 179.000 -20.000 
.000 .000 SREF 38.7350 SC. IN.
C (CH1015) IA-SO CFHTI10 MGOEL 32-OT (CO T)NSI YAW LH 179.000 
.000 000 .000 LREF 4.74f I1 
I
-ES
(CHI001) IA-60 CFHT108 M VIL 32-OT [0 T) lS YAW 179.000 15.000 
.000 .000 &EF 9.3670 INCPES











ANGLE F ATTACK.ALPH. 
. . . .
- -.00014
-.0016
A00AC 0 ....33.. .A.E..73
e -. 0012 ' . . . . . . . . . . : : : " ":
S-.0022 18
S-.00204 0 - 0 1 1 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 
PAGE 173
DATA SET SYMBOL COI .0 RATION DESCRIPTION PC ELEVON AILRN SPBRK FERENE INFORMAT ON
(CH1017) Q IA-60 CFHTIDO MJEL 32-OT (0 TIN51 YAV LH 179.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7350 S.IN.
(CHIO15) IA-60 CFHTIO0 M .L 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV LH 179.000 .000 . .COO LREF 4.74C INf--CS








w . . . . ..




. . . . . . . .
..00 . . ... . . . . ...004
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION OSIM =20 PSF(AMACH = 10.33 PAGE 174



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBO CO "rATI DSCRIPTIN PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBR REFERECE. I1F60 ATI
(RH17N) IA-60 CFHTIOO MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH 179.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 39.7480 S.IN.
(RHIINN) IA-60 CFHTIO3 IMEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH 179.000 .000 .000 
.000 LREF 4.7480 INCES
(RHIOIN) IA-GO CFHTIO8 .ZCEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW 179. 15 .c00 c * 
.* REF 9.3 70 I-CFES
(RH137) IA-GO CFHTICO iZ'LL 32-0T (0 TIh51 RCS OFF .000 -20.C . X? 7.3 X3ES(RHI102F) IA-CO CFHTI(3 C"EL 32-0T (0 TIN52 RCS OFF .000 .3 .000 .000 Y' .03 0 INc-S
(RHIO1F) [ IA-60 CFHTIC M3 i EL 32-0T (0 T)NT5 RCS OFF .000 15.000 .000 .0 ? .0100 CsHES
.12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.° . ° .° .* . .
. . .
. . .






. . . . . . .
. . . .
. . . . . .
. . .
.
. . . . .
. . . .
. . .
. . . .
. . .. . .
. . . . .
. .
S .0. . . . . . . . . .
S .04
. . .. 
. . .
. . . .
. . . . .
.
. . . . .
. . . .
. . . .
I- . ... . . . *i i
0 .. . . . . . .. . . .. .°°
-.
08
-. - . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..
(AMACH = 10.33 PAGE 176
.
(A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 176
DATA SET SYMB1O COWIGLRATION DESCRIPT IN PCRCS 
EL.EV. AILR SP,,, REFERECE INFOMATIO
(I I7N IA-60 CFHT109 PL 32-0T (0 TIN51 YAV LH 179.000 -20.000 .CO .000 SREF 38.73o0 SO.IN.
( -1.N ) IA-GO CFHTIC3 VZC-L 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH 173.000 15.0 .000 .000 LREF 
49.70, INC 2S
( R,41OIli) I -C  V T 10  '7:  32-O  (0 ),;I YAV 179.C30 15.0C .:Coo .000 E,--EF 9.3G70 
I N.;-:2S
[ ,.107 1 IA-FO CFHTI 3 ' L 32-OT [0 TIN51 RCS OFF .000 -20.0CC0 
.COO .000 X P "7.350 I1,S
[FI 1 2F ) I IA-GO CFHTI103 ICZL 32-OT (0 T N52' RCS F . 0 .o0 .00- 
.000 Yp co I N-i S
(Fi1O 1F I IA-60 CFHTI f-'tZZL 32-CT (0 T)h1 RCS F .000 15.000 
.000co .000 Z P . '340 Ir.0HESCALE .0100 S-; IE
.002 1 .... .. . . . . ...
.0015 . .. .
. . .. . .
.0020







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N51 JET INTERACTION9 OSIM 20 PSFAA 10.33 PAGE 177
• • •
It • ° • °• • ••. .
FIG~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ •1 •FEC •F ....OFLCIN O N1JTITEATO~ QSM 2.... .. ~PAG . . .. .J . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . " " . .. . .. 
. .
DATA SET SYMO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVN AILRN SPOBK REFER CE INOFRM0AT NI
(RHI17N) IA-60 CFHTI O MOVtCL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAV LH 179.000 -20.000 .0 .000 SREF 33.7350 SO3.N.(FRHI1l5N) IA-60 CFHTICO YFaL 32-0T (0 T)I51 YAW LH 179.000 .000 .0 .000 LREF 4.7430 :ZHS
(FM10IN) IA-CO CFHTIO M" 1ZL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW 179.000 15.000 .000 .000 EF 9.2570 I CES(F4IO ] IA-GO CFHTI03 .EiL 32-T C0 T)N51 RCS OFF .000 -20.=0 .C00 .007.000 IXC- ES(RHIO2 1L. IA-CO CFHTIC3 YVK L 32-T (0 T)]N2 RCS OFF .000 .C *CO .30 Yt P .00 Ir'ES
(RHIO1F] IA-GO CFHTIC3 M E.L 32-0T C0 T]PSI RCS OFF .000 15.Co3 .000 .30 ZSCLEP .9010 SCLE
SCA010LE .01. SE.





 0 . . . . . . . ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
cn AMA PAGE 178
-.008
 , . 
FIG.21 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION N N51 JET INTERACTI 9 ,SIM • 20 PSF
DATA SET YM COFLRATIO NSCRqIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOORK 
REFERCE I ,,FAT I ON
M H01022 B IA- CFHT108 ML 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH 00VN LH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SPEF 33.730 SO.IN.
(CHI014) IA-60 CFHTIO3 MEL 32-0T (0 TIN49 PITCH DVN LH 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7370 INC-ES
Xr 7. ,0 I C- ES
y RP .000 INCLFES
ZMrP .9340 IN-ES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
S 1.2 . . . . . .. .
w 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 . . . .. . .. . . . M . . . . . . . . .S. .. . .8
z . . . . ... . . . . . . . : - * *.
S..
.2 .I.I. . . . .... .. .. .. . . .
- . . .. . . .. ..
0
-.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LL
ANGLE OF ATTACK- ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION9 QSIM= 7 PSF
(A)MACH 10.33 PAGE 179
Z . . ° , • • • • • 
° ° . . .
- .* ° •° 
• • " ! . .
c .. • ° 
, o o ° ° • • • . . .. .

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYMBOv CFNIIRATICN ESCRI PTION PCReS ELEV0 AILRON SP0RK REFE.CE INF .MATION
(CHI022) IA-G0 CFHTIO3 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH ~VN LH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.72 0 SO.IN.
(CHI014) IA-60 CFHTI0 MCCEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH Do LH 446.000 .0m . .090 L7EF 4.740 
IN9hS
E3EF 9.:S0 I FMX2 S












-.0046 5 5 10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 7 PSF
PAGE 182(A)MACH = 10.33
DATA SET SYMBL CONFIGURATIJON ESCRIPTION PS ELEVON AILRON 
SPDBRK REFE NCE I rMAT I ON
(CH1022 8 IA-0 CFHTI03 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH OOIN LH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.760 SC. IN.(CHI014) IA-60 CFHTlo MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH OVN LH 446.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74S0 INCHES
XPP 7.' MZJ INHES
YMrP .0000 INCIES















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES. .
W .0120
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 183
DATA SET SYMOL COIGURATIN DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPDBRK REFERENCE INFORMATION
(CHIO22) IA-60 CFHTIOS MZEL 32-OT O( T)N49 PITCH DOVN LH 446.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.73* S.IN.
(CHI0014) IA-60 CFHT103 M CEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH DVN LH 446.000 .00 .000 .000 LREF 4.7-,0 I f ESBEEF 9.2G70 I :H-ES
XMp 7.3320 INCI-ES
YMRP C00-o INCES






LL _ _ __ _ _L -. 0054
w




z -. 0 0 7 0
w
z -. 0074
-.0078-_ 5 -0 5 0 '5 L 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
(A)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 184
DATA SET SYMBOL "CNFIURATION OESCRIPT 1 PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFEREMCE 
INFORMAT ION
(RH122N) IA-60 CFHTIOS MV0EL 32-0T t0 T)N49 PITCH OVN LH 446.000 -20.000 000 .O SREF 33.7-20 S.IN.
(RH 114N) IA-60 CFHT103 -CEL 32-0T CO T)N49 PITCH OWN LH 446.000 .COo . 0 .000 LREF 4.7-'C7 INCHES
(RHIO3) IA-60 CFHTI39 iCDEL 32-0T (0 T)N5I RCS OF .000 -20.000 .00 .000 E.EF 9.270 IrC:ES(RHI02F) IA-60 CFHTICO3 EL 32-OT (0 T)N52 RCS OFF .000 .. 000 .M . Xr0?0 7.00 I HES
ZVRP .9340 IrICHES
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.0010. . .. . . . -
.0005
-.ooo1





-. 0050-15 '0 -5 0 5 10 15 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH 10.33 PAGE 185
DATA SET SYPLx COWI RATINu DESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPCOK REFERENI I 7FRMAT I ON
(RHI22N) IA-60 CFHTIOO MtCEL 32-OT O( T)N49 PITCH DOVN LH 446.000 -20.C-00 .Co .000 CREF 33.7 0 SO.IN.
(RHil 4N) IA-G0 CFHTI3 W -- L 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH OVN LH 44G.OO0 .00 .Co .000 LFEF 4.7C I\.-:IS
(RHI037) IA-60 CFHTI00 fgT:SL 32-OT 0 TN51 RCS (F .000 -20.CCO .0 .0CO EREF 9.370 If: S
CRHI027) IA-3O CFHTIOC r.L 32-0T (0 T N52 RCS OTF .000 .C0 .000 .000 X? 7.. IN'.-CSYK,,'p .C_ _-L 5 I , ':E S
Z: ? .30 I S
SCALE .0100 S-LE
.14
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
. . .. . . .. . . .




. . . . . . . .
Z .10
. ..0 8 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U. .04
U .02 . . . . . . . . . . .
.u-
I. . .
. . . .
. . . . .
.
-.0. ...
. . . . . . . . . .
. "..o ~~; !i i i .*. ... .. ... .... .....
a0
L . . . . .. . . . . . .
- .08 - .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- 5 -1 5 5 10 15 20 25 3
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 22 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 7 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 186
mATA ST SY9L CeWFIJRATION OESIPTION PRCS EEVON AILR OSPDI0 -REFE.CE IFO MAT I N
( Ft122N IA--60 CFHTIO 3 L 32-OT 0t TIN49 PITCH O N L 446.000 -20.000 .0 .000 SREF 3.7~-O SO.IN.
(RH .I4N) IA-60 CFHTIG3 Mt'L 32-0T (0 TIN49 PITCH CrN LH 445.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.74C~ 7 lc-S
( 4103F ) IA-60 CFHTIC 3 tEL 32-0T (0 T)IN5 RCS OFF .000 -20.0 .000 .000 am EF 9.:-70 I,5Cf-.ES
(FRI02F ] IA-GO CFHTI00 It-C L 32-CT (0 TW2 - RCS CFF .000 .000 .0 - .000 Xtp 7. I:-I S








L -.00 .. .. . . . . . . .. . . A . D
bu - * * * - . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .F IG 2 F FCT O ELEVON .D..F.L.C.T.O.N..ON... JE ITER . OSIM* 7 * PS




.A.) ..... 1 3 3. PAGE 187.... .
ANL FATC.APA ERE
FI 2EFC FEEw ELCINO 4 E NE^TOQI S
[AHC 0.3PG 8
DATA SET SYMBP CON IGaRATION DESCRIPTION PCRC ELEVN AILRON SPOK EFERECE INFOMATION
(CHIO21) 8 IA-60 CFHTI08 M DEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH OC N LH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SR~F 33.73O SO.IN.
(CHI013) IA-60 CFHTIO3 VODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH O'dN LH 153.000 .000 .000 .000 LREF 4.7410 IF~ES
-"EF 9. ZiO I N...S
X..2 7. CD ICS
Yr-p CC.0000 I NES
SCALE .01 SCALE
1.4
S. . . . . . . .
i 1- . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
1 . ... . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . ..
.8
z . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
•. 
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .






S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
SL .. . . . . . . . A L P D E
.
. . . . . .
. . . . .




• *. • .
. . . . .. . .
. . .
. . . . . . .
.
. . .
. . . .
. . . . .
.
-. 15 10 5 0 5 10 5 20 5 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FIG 23 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, OSIM = 20 PSF




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYME& CCFI(RATIOJ DOSCRIPTIM PCRC D nEVON AILRON SS R"ERENCE IF RMATIO N
(CH1021)] IA-GO CFHTICG MDEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH 0DCN LH 153.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 33.70 SO.IN.



















-. 0022-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 j0 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 23 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF
CA)MACH = 10.33 PAGE 191
DATA SET SYM. Cow IGL.ATIae CESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVEN AILRCN SPCS REFERECE I ~MCAT IN
(CHI021) IA-,O CFHTICO C'X-L 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH D0ON LH 1 3.C-0 -20.000 .000 . S F fn.77 S.lN.
(CH013) j IA-0 CFHTIC P~JEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 PITCH DN LH 153.CC0 .C .0o .C0 LR7F 4.73J I1ES









S .00 5 . . . . . . . . . ° .. . . . .
.00-5 
..
.0045. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . : : :
-1 .0040 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .: : : : : : : .
m.. .-.... .... 0-030 5. 2. . 30..
2 . . . . . : : : : : : : : ,
. 25 . ...
.0020- .. 5 •... ....'5 ' , ° 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 23 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION, OSIM 20 PSF





" "O.O0. . . ..0 . . . . . .. . . . .
[AMACH = 10.33 PAGE 192
DATA SET SY Ob ClIIGL(.RATI1 DESCRIPTIN PCRC ELEVON A|LRN SP0BR REFERENCE IN RMATICNI
(CH41021) 8 IA-GO CFHT103 Mtr2EL 32-0T [0 TIN49 PITCH DMVN LH 153.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SE 33 .7~A S3.IN.
(CH1013) L_ IA-CO CFHTIC3 MEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 PITCH LdN LH 153.000 .00 0 .000 L.00 F 4.7M, ,IHESF 9. 370 I
Y 7.CCC IC'HES-' . cc0  -'ZSZt,%? .5 0 I'HES
SCALE .O010 SC LE
-. 0014
-. 0018




-.0020 ....30 ... ........ . .
S.0032. ... . .
S
-. 003 .. .. .. .. . ..
o .. .,: : : : . .03S: :
-. 0038
-.0 40 ... . . . .
-. 0042-15 -10 -5 0 -- 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 23 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTION ON N49 JET INTERACTION QSIM = 20 PSF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DATA SET SYEM CONFIGLATION OESCRIPTION PCRCS ELEVON AILRON SPOBRK REFERENCE INFORMATIONItRH2IN1 I IA-60 CFHTIC3 F'EL 32-0T 0C TIN49 PITCH OVN LH 158.000 -20.000 .000 .000 SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN.(r~-l4ll ) IA-6O CFHTIC2 M EL 32-0T (0 T)N.9 PITCH D'N LH 159.000 .000 .000 .000 L EF 4.740 , IC-ES
U(C I10 3. ) IA-GO CFHTICS 3tEL 32-0T (0 T)Ns RCS rF .000 -20.000 .000 .000 EFZF 9.3370 INC-ES(!ir1O7 ) IA-CO CFHTICQa3 N2L 32-0T -0- T]N52- - RCS CF .000 .000 .000 .M0 X)0P 7.5~00 INOC-ES
Yt.7 l.0000 IN:H-S
Z. p .9340 I~H- S
SCALE .0100 SCALE
.10
.... ... ... ..
S... . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .
.... ..... . . ... .: ... . . .. . .I . . .
.08 1--- - --- - - - --- --- - - - - - .
S.1Q0
.. . .. . .. . . .. .I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.04
. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
L . . . . . . . ... . . .I . . _._ _ _ _ _ _ _
..... ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES. ... ....
S10.33 PAGE 19500
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
FIG 23 EFFECT OF ELEV{N DEFLECTI{IN IN N49 JET INTERACTION, QSIM = 20 PSF






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Tabulations of plotted data are available on request from
Data Management Services.
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE I
IA-60 CFHTIO0:MEL 32-OT (0 T)N5I RCS CFF (RHIOIF) 
( 14 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA" 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) 
= 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .000 INCHES 
PCRCS = .000 ELEVCN = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP z .9940 INCHES 
AILRCN .000 BOFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 3/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA 
CLM CL CYN CY CL 
CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.593 -.01309 -.24877 .22859 -.
09441 .00038 .00101 .00116 -.20251 
.27042 .45584
10.330 -5.436 -.00566 -.15169 .19768 
-.06094 -.00101 -.0005 -.00151 -. 13228 
.21117 .45632
10.330 -.178 .0#728 -.04716 .16485 -.03119 
-.00009 -.00160 -.00292 -.04665 .16500 
.41429
10.330 5.142 .01691 .03968 .14352 .00297 
-.00021 -.00285 -.00572 - - .02666 .14650 .41417
10.330 10.288 .02268 .13855 .12989 
.03289 -.00014 -.00346 -.00731 .11312 
.15255 .41440
10.330 15.452 .01359 .24394 112028 .06495 
-.00121 -. 0323 -.00733 .20308 .18092 .41429
10.330 20.521 .02409 .38389 .12153 
.09209 -.00123 -.00513 -.01232 .31693 
.24839 .37260
GRADIENT *.0D00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .000) .00000 .000010 
.00000 .00000 .00000




SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. RP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 
.000 ELEVP = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRK = .000 BDFLAP 
= .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 22/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.688 -. 02233 -.26662 .23189 -.09304 
.00121 .00077 -.~0177 -.21899 .27731 .12057
10.330 -5.151 -.00931 -. 15831 .19685 -.05722 .00069 -.00029 -.00344 -. 13999 .21027 .07862
10.330 -. 184 .01423 -.05801 .16573 -.
02969 .00039 -.00183 -.00446 -.05748 .16591 
.07862
10.330 5.340 .01383 .03488 .14302 .00847 
.00026 -.00283 -.00618 .02142 .14565 .07843
10.330 10.334 .01957 .12736 .12832 .03929 
.00035 -.00349 -.00799 .10227 .14909 .07843
10.330 15.676 .01585 .23420 .11770 .07491 
-.00058 -.00335 -.00811 .19369 .17660 
.07862
10.330 20.702 .02917 .36910 .11333 .10466 
-.00037 -. 00527 -.01358 .30520 .23649 .12047
GRADIENT .00 .00000 .00000 .000 00 001 
.000D 00000 .00000 u.... .
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE
IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N5I RCS OFF 
(RHI03F) ( 14 MAR 74 1
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) 
= 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS .000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRN = 
.000 BDFLAP= .0g
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 30/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA 
CLM CL CYN CY CL 
CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.510 -. 02151 -.28334 .23261 -.08241 .00130 
.00123 .00031 -. 23616 .28039 .24564
10.330 -5.270 -. 01261 -.17682 .19784 -.05142 
.00075 .00041 -.00108 -. 15790 .21325 .24554
10.330 -.084 .00061 -.06455 .16408 -.02503 
.00040 -.00101 -.00236 -.06431 .16417 .28755
10.330 5.025 .01159 .02157 .14266 .00841 
.00020 -.00211 -.00435 .00899 .14400 .28766
10.330 10.543 .01529 .12083 .12633 .04221 
.00032 -.00276 -.00658 .09567 .14630 .24533
10.330 15.713 .01155 .22164 .11634 .07613 
-.00049 -.00255 -.00650 .18185 .17201 .28755
10.330 20.678 .02500 .34637 .11217 .10692 
-.00033 -.00445 -.01122 .28444 .22726 .24533
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTI08 HODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF (RHI04F) 
( 14 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES P.RCS = 
.000 ELEVN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRN = 15.000 BDFLAP 
.000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 12/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA 
CLM CBL CYN CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.553 -.03828 -.26833 .23423 -.09045 .00464 
.00100 -.00324 -.22089 .27941 .20404
10.330 -5.208 -.01383 -.16215 .20079 -.05678 
.00329 -.00041 -.00496 -.14325 .21468 .16211
10.330 -.068 .01071 -.05459 .16757 -.02846 
.00219 -.00236 -.00535 -.05439 .16764 .16191
10.330 5.332 .02666 .03645 .14508 .00775 
.00213 -.00370 -.00698 .02281 .14784 .20394
10.330 10.343 .04445 .13250 .13112 .03840 
.00282 -.00479 -.00816 .10680 .15277 .20394
10.330 15.665 .05145 .24100 .12106 .07354 
.00267 -. 00520 -.00838 .19936 .18164 .16211
10.330 20.653 .09158 .37526 .11787 .10286 
.00463 -.00824 -.01389 .30957 .24265 .16211
GRADIENT .00000 . 0 00000 
00000 00000 
.00000 .00000 .00.000 0 . . .
.00000 00000
PAGE S
DATE 23 APR 74 
TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
- IAG0 
PAGE
IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49 N52 RCS OFF 
(RHIO5F) ( M14 AR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xHRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA .000 
Q(PN) =  150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 
.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 





RUN NO. 47/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 
5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY 
CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.641 .00564 -.27250 .23879 -.09303 -.00221 .00021 -.
00191 -.22372 .28501 -.00618
10.330 -5.337 .00717 -.16362 .20566 -.05859 -.00201 -.00052 -.00358 -.
14378 .21999 -.00601
10.330 -.262 .01490 -.05805 .17164 -.03104 -.00152 -.00173 -.
00482 -.05726 .1190 -.00636
10.330 5.161 .01846 .03735 .14858 .00704 -.00180 -.00262 -.00748- 
.02383 .15134 -.04812
10.330 10.361 .01255 .13736 .13310 .03908 -.00239 -.00267 -.00923 
.11118 .15563 -.00627
10.330 15.548 -.00774 .24304 .12250 .07401 -.00421 -.00197 -.00970 
.20131 .18316 -.00627
10.330 20.754 -.02140 .38913 .12196 
.10533 -.00603 -.00297 -.01509 .32066 
.25194 -.04821
GRADIENT . 0000 000 0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MCDEL 32-OT C T)N49 N52 RCS CFF 
(RH106F) ( 14 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN. MRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 
.000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= .000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = 5.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK= .000
RLN NO. 50/ 0 RN/L = 1.03 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.430 -.01380 -.25848 .22577 -.08975 .00203 .00122 -. 00033 
-. 21334 .26884 .16151
10.330 -5.305 -.00309 -.15967 .19425 -.05733 .00128 .00042 -.00156 
-. 14102 .20818 .20373
10.330 -.229 .01158 -.05696 .16345 -.
02921 .00081 -.00090 -. 00246 -.05630 .16367 
.16131
10.330 5.277 .02405 .03278 .14111 .00758 
.00074 -.00227 -. 00479 .01967 .14352 .16151
10.330 10.288 .03131 .12487 .12672 .03827 
.00102 -.00297 -. 00668 .10023 .14698 .16161
10.330 15.483 .03027 .22596 .11690 .07151 
.00038 -.00289 -. 00633 .18655 .17298 .24564
10.330 20.584 .05007 .35916 .11234 .10162 
.00119 -.00490 -.01168 .29673 .23144 .16151
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 
..0000.00000 .00000 .00 .00000 .
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE 4




SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = .000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = 10.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 53/ 0 RN/L = 1.02 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00Y 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.323 -.06628 -.29512 .24200 -.08054 
.00678 .00430 -.00302 -.24697 .29097 .11979
10.330 -5.342 -.03320 -.18778 .20832 -.05111 
.00498 .00228 -.00394 -.16757 .22489 .07767
10.330 -.181 .00220 -. 07039 .16962 -. 02569 .00242 
-. 00044 -.00462 -.06985 .16984 .07777
10.330 5.051 .02130 .02122 .14608 .00925 
.00138 -.00223 -.00628 .00828 .14738 .07767
10.330 10.341 .03126 .12055 .129,06 .04210 .00112 
-.00313 -.00823 .09542 .14861 .07786
10.330 15.541 .02906 .22500 .11940 .07780 
.00022 -.00316 -.00807 .18478 .17532 .07786
10.330 215.707 .04821 .35994 .11419 .11026 .00070 -.
00535 -.01307 .29631 .23408 .07758
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTI08 CCDL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 RCS CFF (RHIOBF) ( 14 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .00 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = .000 ELEVON = .000
BREF 2 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRCIN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = 55.000
RLUN N. 42/ 0 RN/L 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.591 -.01556 -.27585 .24715 -.08754 
.00109 .00097 -.00314 -.22573 .29365 -.04829
11.330 -5.270 -.00287 -.16638 .20919 -.05503 
.00055 -.00015 -.00466 -.14647 .22358 -.13217
10.330 -.163 .01454 -.06129 .17462 -.02734 
.00029 -.00171 -.00524 -.06080 .17479 -.04812
10.330 5.126 .02405 .02960 .15027 .00917 
.00016 -.00293 -.00720 .01605 .15231 -.04821
10.330 10.382 .03113 .13009 .13306 .04176 
.00032 -.00359 -.00853 .10398 .15432 -.09023
10.330 15.590 .02520 .23750 .12,147 .07693 
-.00068 -.00343 -.00891 .19612 .16083 -.04821
10.330 20.779 .03935 .38314 .11640 .10841 
-.00048 -.00546 -.01481 .31692 .24475 -.09032
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .001 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00909 .00009 .00'00
1ATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE 5
IA-60 CFHTIOS MODEL 32-0T (0 T)NS1 YAW (RHIOIN) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA 
z .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF z 4.7480 INCHES YMRP S .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 179.000 
ELEVON = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPCBRK = .000
RUN NO. 4/ 0 RN/L .97 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY 
CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.590 -.00049 -.25154 .22622 -. 09375 .00096 -.00055 
.00141 -.20568 .26860 180.17342
10.330 -5.353 .01476 -. 15454 .19507 -.05889 .00036 
-.00193 .00090 -. 13567 .20864 178.92075
10.330 -.084 .02863 -.05237 .16204 -.02876 -.00038 
-.00326 .00016 -.05213 .16212 178.37447
10.330 5.158 .04089 .03418 .14027 .00510 -.00043 
-.00455 -.0009- .02144 .14277 178.31290
10.330 10.317 .04174 .12889 .12624 .03608 -.00135 
-.00519 -.00070 .10419 .14729 179.24562
10.330 15.571 .02339 .22897 .11642 .06908 -.00326 
-.00446 .00068 .18931 .17361 178.69938
10.330 20.565 .03195 .37197 .11726 .09494 -.00304 -.00629 
-.00461 .30708 .24045 178.08032
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0 000000 000 . 00 .00000 000  .00 
.00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIS WCDEL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAW (RHiL2N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 5s.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 504.000 ELEVON = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 5/ 0 RN/L - .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.624 .04017 -.25739 .22336 -.09212 .00107 -.09298 
.01007 -.21180 .26699 504.70161
10.330 -5.299 .06515 -. 1 705 .18967 -.05636 -.00097 -.
00408 .01547 -. 14882 .20428 504.58641
10.330 .011 .07104 -.07956 .15492 -.02572 -.00048 -. 00570 
.01013 -. 07959 .15491 505.00663
10.330 5.357 .08521 .01189 .13359 .00976 -.00076 
-. 00751 .00940 -.00063 .13412 504.64921
10.330 10.368 .09310 .11233 .12050 .04079 -.00273 -.
00870 .01340 .08881 .13875 504.48157
10.330 15.765 .03410 .21467 .11153 .07436 -.00579 
-.00566 .01049 .17630 .16566 504.85981
10.330 20.583 .03256 .35232 .11363 .09854 -.00617 -.00735 
.00571 .28988 .23024 505.08088
GRADIENT .0a0oo .00000 .0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000
DATE 23 APR ?4 TABULATED SOURCE DATA " IA60 
PAGE 6
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 NSO PITCH D 
(RHIO03N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF z 4.7460 INCHES YMRP z .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 1671.000 ELEVON = 15.000
DREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZHRP ,.9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 DDFLAP 9 .010
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK= .000
RUN NO. 6/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
ACH ALPHA BETA CN CA 
CLM CBL CYN CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.599 .02878 -.26596 .22256 -.08976 
.00009 -.00237 .00438 -.22049 .26768 167.24935
10.330 -5.370 .03946 -.16784 .19148 -.05554 
-.00087 -.00328 .00528 -.14919 .20635 167.50149
10.330 -. 023 .04553 -. 06045 .15958 -.02528 
-. 00106 -.00453 .00212 -.06038 .15960 167.21787
10.330 5.318 .04108 .02662 .13629 .01051 
-.00175 -.00476 -. 00069 .01387 .13817 167.46982
10.330 10.540 .04223 .12702 .12119 .04160 
-. 00175 -.00532 -. 00208 .10271 .14238 167.56464
10.330 15.511 .03531 .22759 .11160 
.07179 -.00263 -.00546 -.00256 .18946 
.16840 167.47003
10.330 20.596 .02638 .37339 .11214 
.09760 -.00311 -.00609 -.00797 .31008 
.23632 167.17584
GRADIENT .00000 .0o000 .00!00 .o0000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH DWN (RH14N) 
( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP * .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 469.000 ELEVON 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE : .0100 SCALE
RUN NO. 7/ 0 RN/L = .97 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CD 
PCRCS
10.330 -10.396 .09743 -. 28967 .20625 -. 07810 
-.00275 -.00600 .01750 -. 24770 .25513 468.78833
10.330 -5.041 .08718 -. 19068 .17155 -.04356 
-. 00363 -.00568 .01599 -. 17487 .18764 468.65814
10.330 .105 .08518 -. 09435 .14278 -. 01315 
-. 00438 -.00691 .01221 -.09461 .14261 468.62876
10.330 5.389 .07415 -.00335 .11991 .02102 
-. 00439 -.00726 .00772 -.01460 .11907 468.61612
10.330 10.664 .08158 .09915 .10638 
.05291 -.00465 -.00865 .01045 .07776 
.12289 468.65814
10.330 15.676 .04918 .19840 .09416 .08214 
-.00559 -.00759 .00565 .16558 .14427 
468.67488
10.330 20.734 .03393 .34870 .09663 .10595 
-.00630 -.00806 .00127 .29191 .21382 
468.12854
GRADIENT .0390 .00000 
.
.00000 .00jo00 .0000 00000 .0000 00000 .00000 
.00000
OATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1A60 
PAGE 7




SREF 38.7360 S. IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF z 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVN = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON .000 BOFLAP
=  
.000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPCBRK = .000
RUN NO. 8/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLN CBL CYN 
CT CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.553 -.01645 -.26866 .21997' -.08921 -.00103 
.00131 -.00165 -.22383 .26546 158.12017
10.330 -5.216 -.02808 -. 16812 .18888 -.05465 -.
00293 .00202 -.00431 -. 15025 .20338 158.11804
10.330 -.083 -.10168 -.07676 .15675 -. 02563 
-.00685 .00670 -.01829 -.07653 .15686 158.18214
10.330 5.242 -.09204 .01057 .13620 .01163 
-.00692 .00474 -.01857 -. 00191 .13659 158.10806
10.330 10.485 -.01582 .12020 .11995 .04086 -.
00416 -.00134 -.00803 .09636 .13982 158.18003
10.330 15.592 .00158 .22671 .11144 .07319 -.00362 
-.00318 -.00640 .18841 .16827 158.14011
10.330 20.610 -.01447 .37623 .11227 .09941 
-.00410 -.00316 -.01254 .31263 .23752 158.04609
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTOB8 CODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N52 ROLL (RHI06N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA 
= .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN N,. 9/ 0 RN/L = 1.02 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA 0m CA CU COL 
CYN CY CL C PCRCS
10.330 -10.466 -. 11594 -.29751 .19787 -. 08008 -. 01009 .01154 
-.01496 -.25662 .24862 443.20675
10.330 -5.149 -.24129 -.20121 .16789 -.04361 
-.01695 .02037 -.03218 -.18533 .18527 447.67569
10.330 .030 -. 12143 -. 12465 .14010 -.01420 -.01218 
.00884 -.01548 -.12472 .14003 447.12934
10.330 5.365 -. 02991 -.03097 .11791 .02063 
-.00852 .00068 -.00310 -.04186 .11450 444.87368
10.330 10.555 -.02111 .07534 .10346 .05087 -.
00755 -.00105 -.00260 .05511 .11551 444.88781
10.330 15.773 -.04448 .18839 .09318 .08317 -.
00840 -.00056 -. 00436 .15597 .14088 446.30268
10.330 20.783 -.05901 .34467 .09551 .10680 -.00840 
-.00123 -.01113 .28836 .21160 446.58286
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .000 .00000 .000 .00000 
.0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA " IA60 
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IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP 
(RHIO7N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA 158.000 ELEVONQ(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZHMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRC = .000 BDFLAP .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK .OO
RUN NO. 10/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA 
CLN CBL CYN CT CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.645 -.05733 -.25783 .23052 -.09511 
-.00005 .00384 -.00794 -.21081 .27418 149.08118
10.330 -5.305 -.07183 -.15561 .191300 -.
06042 -.00171 .00464 -.01271 -. 13664 .21154 
154.25110
10.330 -.157 -. 12584 -.05911 .16315 
-.03184 -.00511 .00825 -.02327 -. 05866 
.16331 152.47968
10.330 5.141 -. 13835 .02924 .14392 .00551 
-.00624 .00812 -.02679 .01622 .14596 152.27560
10.330 10.344 -.05007 .13382 .121357 
.03442 -.00293 .00148 -.01611 .10856 
.15050 152.54095
10.330 15.438 -.02708 .24062 .12234 
.06644 -.00235 -.00040 -.01333 .19938 
.18198 157.30717
10.330 20.503 -.01397 .39245 .12327 
.09405 -.00230 -.00235 -.01774 .32441 
.25292 157.25521
GRADIENT .00000 .. .00000 0  .0!000 
0000000 
.00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHT0O8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP (RHIOBN) 
( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVCON 15.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 





RUN NO. 11/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CD 
PCRCS
10.330 -10.588 -. 22113 -. 26525 .22200 -.09487 
-.00703 .01808 -.03217 -. 21994 .26696 
441.51134
10.330 -5.360 -. 33578 -. 16601 .19466 -.05931 
-. 01362 .02619 -.05001 -.14710 .20932 
447.70359
10.330 -. 192 -. 26105 -. 08120 .16209 -.03022 
-. 01096 .91840 -.04143 -.08066 .16236 446.68094
10.330 5.196 -. 14333 .01438 .14074 
.00594 -.00670 .00883 -.02510 .00158 
.14147 443.17895
10.330 10.386 -.07489 .12078 .12685 
.03576 -.00379 .00347 -.01720 .09594 .14655 
447.08718
10.330 15.453 -.08652 .23369 .12013 .06727 
-.00463 .00398 -.01911 .19323 .17806 445.47618
10.330 20.580 -.08345 .38613 .11973 
.09583 -.00444 .00255 -.02523 .31941 
.24781 447.88585
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
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IA-60 CFHTIO8 4)CEL 32-OT (0 T)NS2 PITCH UP (RHI09N) 
( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 
158.000 ELEVN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILR .000 BCFLAP = 
.000
SCALE : .0100 SCALE 
SPCBRK = .000
RUN NO. 23/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLN CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.544 -.06206 -.26789 .22767 -.09124 .00009 
.00402 -. 00734 -.22170 .27285 157.68553
10.330 -5.338 -.07333 -.16489 .19501 -.05762 
-.00141 .00464 -.01195 -.14604 .20951 157.75965
10.330 -. 163 -. 13257 -. 06813 .16142 -.02901 -.00503 
.00856 -.02298 -.06767 .16162 157.61365
10.330 5.150 -.14027 .01745 .14169 .00922 
-.00611 .00837 -.02616--- .00466 .14269 157.58156
10.330 10.392 -. 04817 .11831 .12470 .04009 -.00253 
.00131 -.01511 .09387 .14399 157.59151
10.330 15.581 -. 02137 .22578 .11750 .07419 -.00186 
-.009079 -.01221 .18592 .17382 157.56935
10.330 20.699 -. 01639 .36687 .11279 .10516 
-.00183 -.00204 -.01907 .30519 .23588 157.83157
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MOEL 32-OT (O T)N52 PITCH UP (ZHIILN) ( 12 APR 74 I
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMHRP 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF)= 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES MRP .00 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP .9940 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP= .000
SCALE .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 24/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLN CBL 
CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.70 -. 22393 -.27828 .22068 -.09162 -.00670 
.01801 -.03119 -.23228 .26868 446.06456
10.330 -5.306 -.34139 -.17309 .19141 -.05524 
-.01339 .02625 -.05010 -.15465 .20660 446.91915
10.330 -.01- -.25261 -.08756 .15975 -.02602 
-.01054 .01767 -.03879 -.0875Z .15977 446.37263
10.330 5.201 -. 13874 .00295 .13906 .00966 -.00645 
.00847 -.02403 -.00967 .13876 445.92426
10.330 10.412 -.07398 .10198 .12334 .04090 
-.00362 .00344 -.01649 .07801 .13974 446.06442
10.330 15.589 -.08675 .21660 .11425 .07474 
-.00438 .00383 -.01877 .17793 .16826 445.63000
10.330 20.718. -.07953 .36144 .11098 .10624 
-.00407 .00224 -.02526 .29880 .23167 445.74203
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - A60 
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SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 20/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.472 -.00939 -.28078 .21798 -.08492 -.00080 
.00065 -.00038 -.23649 .26538 158.25411
10.330 -5.248 -. 02098 -.17763 .18802 -.05211 -.00229 
.00116 -.00296 -. 15969 .20348 158.29615
10.330 -.061 -. 10506 -.08806 .15589 -.02192 -.00667 
.00663 -.01861 -. 08790 .15598 158.05391
10.330 5.286 -.09076 -.00184 .13398 .01573 
-.00655 .00449 -.01819 -.01418 .13324 157.95987
10.330 10.487 -.00718 .10406 .11698 .04578 -. 00378 
-.00194 -. 00710 .08103 .13397 157.70767
10.330 15.613 -.00340 .20886 .10772 .07935 
-. 00364 -.00273 -.00562 .17216 .15996 157.80169
10.330 20.779. -.00477 .34875 .10446 .11042 -.00359 
-.00389 -.01296 .28900 .22139 157.55941
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHT1O8 MCDEL 32-0T (O T)N49 N52 ROLL (RH112N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES. 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN ND. 21/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CL CBL CYN 
CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.295 -. 09400 -.31495 .19499 -.07310 -. 01100 .01041 -.
01087 -.27503 .24814 446.65289
10.330 -4.900 -.25108 -.21172 .16488 -.03839 -.
01739 .02066 -.03415 -.19686 .18236 445.46209
10.330 .087 -. 10581 -.13523 .13948 -.01097 -.01135 
.00746 -.01385 -.13545 .13928 445.22373
10.330 5.481 -.02505 -.04154 .11704 .02477 -.
00814 -. 00001 -.00375 -.05253 .11254 445.26577
10.330 10.818 -.01714 .06264 .10135 .05699 -.00719 
-. 00175 -.00374 .04250 .11130 446.13432
10.330 15.729 -.03833 .16496 .08938 .08864 -.00806 
-.00132 -.00424 .13456 .13075 446.07835
10.330 20.860 -.04558 .31612 .08857 .11695 -. 00749 
-.00218 -.01122 .26386 .19534 446.03631
GRADIENT .02913 .01534 -. 00509 .00550 .00121 -. 00265 
.00407 .01231 -.00864 -.04780
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE 11
IA-60 CFHTI08 MOCEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 PITCH OWN LH (RHI13N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 38.7360 S9.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPCBRK = .000
RUN NO. 26/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CL 
CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.699 .02853 -.28230 .22428 -. 08772 .00046 
-. 00261 .00589 -.23576 .27279 158.33818
10.330 -5.312 .04340 -.17693 .19282 -.05354 -.00018 
-.00381 .00643 -. 15832 .20837 158.29615
10.350 -.017 .04094 -.07280 .15937 -.02280 -.00125 
-.00424 .00256 -.07275 .15939 158.30614
10.330 5.207 .04294 .01466 .13721 .01319 -.00135 -.00496 
-.00017 .00215 .13798 158.34817
10.330 10.433 .04739 .11152 .12048 .04630 -.00139 
-.00571 -.00090 - .08786 .13868 158.34610
10.330 15.682 .03509 .21881 .10860 .08061 -.00232 
-.00542 -.00174 .18131 .16371 158.26410
10.330 20.755 .03505 .35513 .10631 .11021 -.00251 
-.00663 -.00789 .29441 .22525 158.21208
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0000 . .00000 .00000 .00000 
.0000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 PITCH D'N LH (RH114N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP 7.3680 INCHES BETA 
= .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LRCF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON 
= .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPOBRK = .000
RUN NO. 27/ 0 RN/L t 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.580 .11400 -.31456 .21082 -.07605 -.00317 
-.00699 .02197 -.27050 .26499 446.35867
10.330 -5.151 .09384 -.20698 .17599 -.04210 -.00337 -.
00611 .01797 -.19034 .19387 446.33067
10.330 .037 .08455 -.10722 .14665 -.01275 -.00384 -.00707 
.01120 -.10732 .14658 445.40571
10.330 5.405 .07284 -. 01385 .12260 .02416 -.00424 -.00740 
.00706 -.02534 .12075 445.63000
10.330 10.605 .08600 .08543 .10708 .05702 -.00407 
-.00910 .01029 .06426 .12097 446.00847
10.330 15.803 .05809 .18728 .09350 .08972 -. 00493 -.00808 
.00636 .15474 .14097 446.03631
10.330 20.859 .05090 .33276 .09194 .11740 -.00488 -.
00916 .00063 .27821 .20439 445.88222
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0000000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.0000 .0009 .000D0
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE IZ
IA-60 CFHTI08 MOCEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH (RHII5N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 
.000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 179.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 28/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.832 -.00035 -.27145 .23174 -.09413 .00160 -.00074 
.00235 -.22307 .27863 178.72492
10.330 -5.410 .03806 -.17126 .19794 -.05721 .00043 -.00290 
.00767 -.15184 .21321 178.48396
10.330 -.209 .03910 -. 06548 .16521 -. 02861 .00008 -. 00399 
.00271 -.06488 .16545 178.17847
10.330 5.173 .04341 .02595 .14168 .00914 -.00012 -.00484 
-.00042 .01307 .14344 178.36616
10.330 10.418 .04949 .12220 .12607 .04271 -.00070 -.00556 
-.00031 .09739 .14609 178.63259
10.330 15.644 .03573 .21799 .11422 .07891 -.00286 -. 00523 
.00144 .17911 .16877 178.59055
10.330 20.719 .04163 .35438 .11106 .10870 -.00258 -.00711 -.00487 
.29217 .22925 178.69415
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 0000 0000 . 0 . 0 00 .00000  .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000
IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N51 YAW LH (RH1I16N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 504.000 ELEVON 
= .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZHRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON 
= .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK 
= .000
RUN NO. 29/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD 
PCRCS
10.330 -10.799 .03948 -.27175 .22795 -.09276 .00223 -.00349 .01002 -.22423 
.27483 504.15646
10.330 -5.345 .07508 -.17937 .19323 -.05503 .00001 -. 00524 .01690 -. 16059 
.20910 503.27340
10.330 .024 .07940 -.08954 .15821 -.02444 .00035 -. 00677 
.00986 -.08960 .15817 503.31543
10.330 5.210 .09554 .00226 .13619 .01171 .00051 -. 00843 .00910 
-.01012 .13583 503.55718
10.330 10.440 .11035 .10699 .12076 .04558 -.00093 -.00998 .01326 
.08334 .13815 502.87408
10.330 15.642 .05617 .20332 .11086 .08096 -.00415 -.00702 
.01030 .16590 .16157 503.58876
10.330 20.792 .05342 .34069 .10855 .11137 -.00479 -.00899 .00475 
.27997 .22241 503.47327
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0100 000 .c .00000 .c .00000 .0000 
.00000 .00000 
CATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
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IA-60 CFHTI08 MOCEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH (RHII7N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 
DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES, BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF Z 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 179.000 ELEVON 
= -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = .000 
BCFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK .000
RUN NO. 31/ 0 RN/L = 1.02 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.640 -.00651 -.28763 .23107 -.08310 .00176 -.00001 .00400 -. 24002 
.28020 178.40525
10.330 -5.299 .02865 -.18358 .19561 -.05069 .00093 -.00232 .00877 -.16473 
.21173 178.73014
10.330 -. 132 .03702 -.07091 .16181 -.02442 .00064 -.00349 .00518 -. 07054 
.16197 178.65736
10.330 5.156 .03452 .02124 .13861 .00974 .00058 -.00382 .00084 .00870 
.13996 178.74140
10.330 10.409 .04086 .11354 .12275 .04251 .00006 -.00465 .00024 .08950 
.14125 178.66862
10.330 15.597 .03136 .20402 .11163 .07773 -.00191 -.00444 .00301 .16650 
.16237 178.46680
10.330 20.146 .04179 .33667 .10849 .11008 -. 00162 -.00642 -.00287 .27641 
.22071 178.43603
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N51 YAW LH (RH118N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 504.000 ELEVON = -20.01;00
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 32/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD 
PCRCS
10.330 -10.460 .02704 -. 28451 .22672 -.08150 .00259 -.00263 .00927 -.23862 
.27460 505.27946
10.330 -5.157 .06472 -. 18645 .19126 -.04914 .00129 -.00465 .01621 -. 16851 .20725 
505.67897
10.330 -. 148 .07014 -.09689 .15900 -.02307 .00172 -.00597 .01027 -.09648 .15925 
505.45852
10.330 5.106 .08796 -.00512 .13658 .01266 .00157 -.00769 .00907 -.01726 
.13559 505.80503
10.330 10.319 .11015 .09768 .12005 ,04595 -.00034 -.00993 .01410 .07460 
.13561 505.84782
10.330 15.652 .05401 .19309 .10942 .08192 -.00367 -.00671 .01087 .15640 .15746 
505.31078
10.330 20.789 .06266 .32746 .10730 .11333 -.00345 -.00892 .00613 .26806 
.21654 504.96461
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00300 .00000 .0000 .000 .0
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE 14
IA-60 CFHT1O8 CODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49 N50 PITCH DWN (RHII9N) 
( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 167.000 ELEVON = -20.000





RUN NO. 34/ 0 RN/L = 1.02 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.336 -. 00245 -.31624 .21437 -.07193 .00136 
.00020 -. 00007 -.27265 .26763 186.52662
10.330 -5.024 .00391 -.19756 .18228 -.04188 
.00097 -.00050 -. 00349 -. 18084 .19888 183.93288
10.330 .032 .02074 -.09676 .15039 -.01415 
.00028 -.00197 -. 00377 -.09685 .15033 184.85741
10.330 5.377 .02695 -.00482 .12520 .02205 
.00039 -.00281 -. 00633 -.01653 .12419 184.79210
10.330 10.711 .03541 .09771 .10777 .05621 .00038 
-.00366 -.00748 .07597 .12405 182.30151
10.330 15.758 .03367 .19142 .09399 .08959 -.00038 
-.00381 -.00823 .15870 .14245 181.91573
10.330 20.988 .04523 .33569 .09228 .12125 -.
00015 -.00551 -.01268 .28036 .20640 181.40001
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .009i0 .00000 .3 .00000 
.000 .0000 .00000 .00000




SREF = 38.7360 SQ'IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF)= 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .000 INCHES 
PCRCS 469.000 ELEVN = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 35/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA C CA CLH CBL 
CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.256 .00852 -.36486 .18802 -. 05483 .00072 -.00006 
.00339 -.32555 .24998 482.12857
10.330 -4.946 -.00316 -.25730 .15360 -.02504 .00032 
.00005 -.00422 -.24310 .17522 483.79752
10.330 .235 .02195 -.15349 .12254 .00371 
-.00007 -.00206 -.00288 -. 15400 .12191 484.90879
10.330 5.745 .02800 -.05778 .09638 .04266 -.
00002 -.00289 -. 00574 -.06714 .09011 483.88852
10.330 10.831 .02082 .04058 .07575 .07255 -. 00101 
-.00182 -.00029 .02562 .08203 482.83786
10.330 16.022 .03714 .14459 .06104 .10337 -.00051 
-.00421 -.00704 .12212 .09857 482.52519
10.330 21.213 .04371 .29989 .06107 .13412 -.
00061 -.00541 -.01005 .25747 .16544 482.44115
GRADIENT .00485 .02004 -.00599 .00555 -. 00008 -.00041 
.00026 .01720 -.01029 .21449
PAGE i5
DATE 23 APR ?4 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA6 (H N) MAR
IA-6




BETA. .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN YMRP 7.360 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = -20.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES yMRP .0000 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP 
=  
.000




RUN NO. 36/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT 
INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM 
CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.556 .03874 -.30645 .23189 
-.08036 .00135 -.00259 .00617 
-25878 .28411 174.77164
10.330 -5.213 .I0999 -. 18986 
.19706 -.04854 .00089 -.00369 
.00556 -. 17117 .21350 174.70760
10.330 -.123 .05049 -.08198 .16332 
-.02146 -.00046 -.00407 .00189 -.08163 
.16350 T174.47748
10.330 5.205 .05326 .01052 .14005 
.01537 -.00072 -.0044 -.007 -.00003 
.14042 174.38244
10.330 10.507 .06220 .11021 .12233 .04950 
-.00105 -.00607 -.00066 .08606 .14037 
174.30938
10.330 15.633 .04992 .21113 .10923 
.08373 -.00176 -. 00561 -. 00175--.17388 .16209 
174.21435
10.330 20.833 .05539 .35327 .10726 .11737 
-.00167 -. W720 -.00838 .e9203 .22588 174.19429
GRADIENT . 00000 0300 .00000 .00000 .00 
.00000 .'00000 G .0 .00000 .0000
IA-60o CFHT10i8 MCDEL 32-0 (0 T)N49 PITCH DC LH 
(RH122N) ( 18 MAR 74
PARAMETRIC DATA
REFERENCE DATA
BETA = .00 G (PSF)= 150.000
SREF z 38.7360 SQ.IN XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES PCRCS 
446.000 ELVON -20.000
LREF 4.7480 INCHES YHRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 446.000 ELEP = -20,000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRN = 000 BFLAP 000
SCALE .0100 SCALE




MACH ALPHA BETA ON CA 
CLM CBL CYN. CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.319 .11093 -. 32708 .21755 -.06970 
-. 00082 -.00661 .02107 -.28282 .27262 461.89270
10.330 -5.034 .08984 -.21690 .18124 
-.03908 -.00170 -.00559 .01552 -.2001 
.19957 464.02286
10.330 .050 .09484 -.11147 .15157 
-.01124 -.00298 -.00721 .01034 -.11160 
.15148 462.72011
10.330 5.372 .08685 -.01747 .12628 
.02494 -.00335 -.00759 .00679 -.02922 
.12409 461.40428
10.330 10.579 .10035 .08458 .10939, 
.05888 -.00325 -.00938 .00874 .06306 
.12306 463.51857
10.330 15.815 .07091 .18710 .09590 
.09315 -.00377 -.00792 .00564 .15388 
.14327 463.37953
10.330 20.993 .07382 .33559 .09338 .12397 
-.00348 -.00957 -. 00050 .27986 .20741 462.04773
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000
DATE 25 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60




SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 158.000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF t 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 38/ 0 RN/L = .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.527 -.00906 -.30907 .22943 -.07984 .00015 .00102 
-.00134 -.26195 .28203 158.07814
10.330 -5.241 -.01243 -.19309 .19525 -.04873 -.00097 
.00117 -.00379 -.17445 .21207 158.04609
10.330 .037 -.09536 -.09502 .16101 -.02029 -.00580 .00683 
-.01957 -.09512 .16095 158.00407
10.330 5.322 -.07335 -.00555 .13804 .01744 -.00563 
.00419 -.01805 -.01833 .13693 157.98414
10.330 10.606 .01083 .10501 .11923 .04879 -.00282 
-.00222 -.00751 .08127 .13652 157.98197
10.330 15.657 .01760 .20646 .10980 .08338 -.00273 
-.00333 -.00612 .16917 .16145 157.87800
10.330 20.874 .01652 .35041 .10770 .11794 -.00268 
-.00434 -.01333 .28904 .22548 157.80611
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00u00 .00ro00 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTILO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (RH124N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 
.000 Q (PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 446.000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN ND. 39/ 0 RN/L = .99 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.389 -. 09608 -.33578 .20770 -.07088 -.00839 .01059 
-.01134 -.29282 .26484 446.49885
10.330 -5.114 -.24633 -.22825 .17590 -.03785 -.01582 
.02122 -.03404 -.21166 .19555 446.20468
10.330 .199 -.08947 -. 13577 .14705 -.00929 -.01007 
.00697 -.01356 -.13628 .14658 445.86849
10.330 5.451 -.01587 -.04209 .12400 .02644 -.00738 
.00006 -.00517 -.05367 .11944 445.74242
10.330 10.670 -.00118 .06130 .10654 .05813 -.00625 
-.00203 -.00429 .04052 .11605 446.20468
10.330 15.930 -. 01724 .17333 .09294 .09436 -. 00627 
-.00162 -.00642 .14117 .13695 446.07848
10.330 20.914 -. 02551 .31488 .09:240 .12343 -.00609 
-.00224 -.01251 .26115 .19871 447.24121
GRADIENT .000lO .ooo .DOom3 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.oo00 .on *00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1A60 PAGE 17
IA-60 CFHT08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH UP RH (RHI25N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON 
= -20.000
BREF 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = .000 BDFLAP 
= .000
SCALE : .0100 SCALE SPCBRK = .000
RUN NO. 40/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL 
CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.555 -.05043 -.29972 .23827 -.08452 .00045 .00379 -.00811 -.25100 
.28914 158.35025
10.330 -5.294 -.05816 -.18457 .20218 -.05231 -. 00099 .00424 -.01214 -. 16513 
.21835 158.36024
10.330 -.054 -. 12072 -.07830 .16607 -.02534 -. 00514 .00859 -.02359 -.07814 
.16615 158.31821
10.330 5.241 -. 12584 .01038 .14459 .01281 -.00601 .00807 -.02580 _ -.00288 
.14493 158.33027
10.330 10.526 -.03011 .11694 .12762 .04492 -.00251 .00079 -.01506 
.09166 .14684 158.27618
10.330 15.568 -.00700 .22255 .12012 .07943 -.00175 -. 00105 -.01281 
.18215 .17544 158.28616
10.330 20.753 -.00212 .36537 .11531 .11363 -.00164 -.00237 -.02017 .30081 
.23730 158.19212
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 .0000 .00000 00000 
.00000 .00000 . 000 
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N52 PITCH LP RH (RHI26N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = 
.000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 41/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CL4 CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.302 -.20918 -.30028 .22843 -.08247 -.00654 .01742 -.03154 -.25459 .27845 
446.83504
10.330 -5.280 -.34918 -.19610 .19367 -.05236 -.01473 .02743 -.05650 -. 17745 .21089 447.18529
10.330 -.128 -.23561 -. 10324 .16517 -.02396 -.01045 .01750 -.03770 -. 10288 
.16540 447.36738
10.330 5.107 -.12378 -.00949 .14242: .01250 -.00653 .00829 -.02319 -.02213 
.14101 446.54083
10.330 10.588 -.06077 . .09922 .12479 .04615 -.00371 .00320 -.01658 .07460 
.14090 445.95254
10.330 15.596 -.07441 .21089 .11572 .07950 -.00432 .00356 -.01938 .17202 
.16816 445.98050
10.330 20.808 -. 06718 .35717 .11302, .11451 -.00393 .00214 -.02603 .29372 
.23253 446.07861
GRADIENT .0000 .0000 .00000 .00000 .000 .00000 .00000 .0OU .00000 .00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
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IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (RH127N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 158.000 ELEVON .000
BREF : 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRN = .000 BCFLAP .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = 55.000
RUN NO. 43/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
HACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLN CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.463 -.06575 -.29610 .23585 -.07087 -.00391 
.00612 -.01087 -.24835 .28570 158.78053
10.330 -5.222 -.07234 -.18688 .20116 -.04736 -.00538 
.00623 -.01224 -.16780 .21733 158.76050
10.330 -.071 -.11461 -.09902 .16665 -.01862 -.00760 
.00819 -.02155 -.09881 .16677 158.77051
10.330 5.169 -.08098 -.00745 .14070 .01694 -.00680 
.00459 -.01866 -.02010 .13946 158.49836
10.330 10.434 .00670 .10284 .12008 .04671 -.00368 
-.00228 -.00721 .07939 .13672 158.58039
10.330 15.654 .02300 .21275 .11048 .08235 -.LP313 -.00402 
-.00522 .17505 .16379 158.48836
10.330 20.824 .01068 .36148 .10813 .11424 -.00354 -.
00436 -.01317 .29942 .22957 158.43430
GRADIENT .00000 .000o .0000 .00000 .10000 .00000 
.00000 .000.00000 .00000 .00000 0  00
IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (RHI2BN) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 
DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 
.000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 446.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = 55.000
RUN NO. 44/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.199 -. 23072 -.33594 .22169 -.06134 -.01784 .02255 
-.03460 -.29138 .27767 447.35341
10.330 -4.893 -. 33827 -.23042 .19129 -.02648 -.02224 .02871 
-.04769 -.21327 .21025 448.01171
10.330 .127 -.08806 -.13766 .14788 -.01022 -.01103 
.00691 -.01284 -.13798 .14757 448.13804
10.330 5.399 -.01813 -.04194 .12381 .02613 -.00836 
.00025 -.00330 -.05341 .11932 445.67224
10.330 10.628 -.00305 .06146 .10786 .05835 -.00693 
-.00193 -.0073 .04052 .11734 446.28873
10.330 15.864 -.01957 .17414 .09559 .09308 -.00761 
-.00183 -.00376 .14137 .13955 446.27478
10.330 21.042 -.02865 .33097 .09442 .12204 -.00730 -.
00261 -.01077 .27500 .20696 446.55489
GRADIENT .04984 .01848 -.00865 .00324 .00223 -.00434 
.00694 .01500 -.01249 .02516
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 
PAGE 19




SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.36680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = I50.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = .000 BDFLAP 
=  
.000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = 55.000
RUN NO. 45/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.514 -.11375 -.28228 .24574 -.08466 -.00290 
.00941 -.01785 -.23270 .29312 158.42431
10.330 -5.231 -.12485 -.17249 .20877 -.05245 -.00.440 
.00958 -.02166 -.15274 .22363 158.38228
10.330 -.126 -.16363 -.07918 .17335 -.02406 -.00694 
.01181 -.02932 -.07879 .17353 158.32029
10.330 5.041 -.13277 .01110 .14919 .01123 -.00632 
.00855 -.027-14 - -.00205 .14959 158.25621
10.330 10.494 -.03121 .12223 .12872 .04246 -.00250 
.00085 -.01501 .09674 .14883 158.27618
10.330 15.719 -.00301 .23422 .12082 .07782 -.00164 
-.00154 -.01194 .19273 .17975 158.08812
10.330 20.661 -.00217 .37566 .11572 .10798 -.00170 -.00250 
-.01935 .31066 .24083 158.08812
GRADIENT .00000 .0.00 .00 .00000 .00000 .0000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTO18 MODEL 32-OT (O T)N52 PITCH LP (RHI30N) ( 18 MAR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XNRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 
Q(PSF) 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES FCRCS = 446.000 ELEVO = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRIN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPBRK = 55.000
RUN NO. 46/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.282 -.34197 -.29200 .24213 -.07756 -.01344 .02880 -i05343 
-.24409 .29036 447.24130
10.330 -5.284 -. 43697 -. 19102 .21528 -.04326 -.01849 .03479 
-.06666 -.17039 .23196 447.00314
10.330 -.079 -.23551 -.09334 .16870 -.02401 -. 01048 .01733 
-.03884 -.09311 .16883 447.46540
10.330 5.194 -.12597 .00160 .14503 .01140 -.00645 .00819 -. 02401 
-.01154 .14458 447.03117
10.330 10.435 -.05743 .10404 .12813 .04316 -.00342 
.00297 -.01611 .07911 .14486 446.24670
10.330 15.568 -.07157 .21955 .11905 .07757 -.00426 
.00336 -.01871 .17954 .17361 446.37278
10.330 20.713 -.06188 .36831 .11569 .1i0983 -.00389 
.00167 -.02544 .30358 .23848 446.98910
GRADIENT .00000 .0000 .00000 . .00000 .00l000 .0000 .000 00000 
00000
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IAGO 
PAGE 2
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-0T (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (ZHI31N) ( 
12 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVCN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = -15.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPCBRK = 
.000
RUN NO. 48/ 0 RN/L. = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.619 .01027 -.28953 .22634 -.08802 -.00356 
.00052 -.00042 -.24286 .27582 158.73850
10.330 -5.373 -. 00258 -.18133 .19441 -.05493 -. 00413 
.00101 -.00248 -. 16233 .21053 158.40432
10.330 -.046 -.09541 -.08523 .16016 -.02428 -. 00801 
.00685 -.01884 -.08510 .16023 158.32029
10.330 5.250 -.09225 .00341 .13803 .01378 -.00830 
.00525 -. 01945 -.00923 .13777 158.16219
10.330 10.442 -.01636 .11303 .12102 .04397 -.00594 
-.00090 -. 00835 .08923 .13950 158.18214
10.330 15.708 -.01415 .22450 .11238 .07972 -.00637 
-.00217 -.00685 .18569 .16896 157.84593
10.330. 20.663 -.04708 .36535 .11093 .10798 -.00858 
-.00184 -.01379 .30270 .23272 157.65793
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .000 .00000 .0000 00000 .0000 
.000 .00000 . 00000
IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (ZHi32N) ( 12 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.t360 SQ.IN. XHRP = 7.3680 INCHES 
BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 446.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = -15.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK 
= .000
RUN NO. 49/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.509 -.06622 -.31979 .2U432 -.07829 -.01238 
.00946 -.00890 -. 27717 .25922 447.14326
10.330 -4.979 -.21561 -. 21112 .17236 -.04174 -.01803 .01917 
-.02932 -.19536 .19003 447.18521
10.330 .116 -.09774 -.12982 .14559 -.01343 -.01282 
.00740 -.01531 -.13012 .14532 446.98910
10.330 5.385 -. 02222 -.03430 .12301 .02273 -.00991 
.00032 -.00461 -.04569 .11924 447.61938
10.330 10.620 -.02100 .07215 .10767 .05442 -.,00936 -.
00126 -.00400 .05107 .11912 446.63891
10.330 15.778 -.05101 .18233 .09566 .08823 -.01039 
-.00031 -.00595 .14945 .14164 446.55485
10.330 20.940 -.08711 .34196 .09583 .11501 -.01242 
-.00023 -.01182 .28513 .21172 446.82102
GRADIENT .02313 .01596 -. 00525 .00556 .00102 -.00231 .00275 
.01280 -.00878 -.03849
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA -'IA60 
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IA-60 CFHTI08 HMCEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (ZH133N) ( 12 APR 74
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF z 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA 
= .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES 
PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES 
AILRON = 5.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = 
.000
RUN NO. 51/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY 
CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.481 -.00354 -.27533 .21571 -.08296 -. 00002 .00108 .00078 
-.23150 .26220 158.39434
10.330 -5.304 -.01478 -.17535 .18622 -.05101 -. 00196 .00193 
-. 00219 -.15739 .20163 158.48836
10.330 -.120 -.09340 -.08643 .15449 -. 02188 -.00617 .00714 -.01707 -. 08611 
.15467 158.48836
10.330 5.231 -.08111 -.00264 .13256 .01531 -. 00626 .00500 
-.01733 -.01471 .13177 158.37436
10.330 10.430 .00229 .10158 .11612 .04468 -. 00316 -.00146 
-.00641 .07888 .13259 158.61442
10.330 15.627 .01342 .20837 .10691 .07842 -. 00276 
-.00250 -.00451 .17187 .15908 158.65644
10.330 20.737 .01752 .34676 .10433 .10870 -.00204 -.
00374 -.01183 .28735 .22035 158.61442
GRADIENT .000 .00000 .00000  .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000 . D000
IA-60 CFHTIO8 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (ZHI34N) ( 12 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF s 38.7560 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 
.000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS 
= 446.000 ELEVON .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = 
5.000 BDFLAP .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 52/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY 
CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.300 -.09141 -.31122 .19405 -.07244 -.00970 .01082 
-.01005 -.27151 .24657 445.54638
10.330 -4.975 -.22124 -.21037 .16399 -.03804 -.01585 .01979 
-.02932 -. 19536 .18162 445.88255
10.330 .041 -. 10018 -.13306 .13902 -.01031 -.01102 .00828 -.01313 
-. 13316 .13892 446.30276
10.330 5.403 -.01634 -.04204 .11628 .02463 -.00766 .00057 -.00228 
-.05280 .11181 446.16277
10.330 10.555 -. 00614 .05742 .10160 .05536 -.00656 -.00125 
-.00218 .03783 .11040 446.52689
10.330 15.763 -. 02571 .16606 .08978 .08820 -.00736 -.00089 -.00330 
.13542 .13151 446.61093
10.330 20.856 -. 02546 .31134 .08838 .11558 -.00606 -.00186 
-.01009 .25948 .19343 446.17670
GRADIENT .02413 .01541 -. 00498 .00553 .00096 -.00229 .00323 .01240 -.00851 
.08377
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA60 AGE 2
IA-60 CFNT8 MODOEL 32-OT (O T)N49N52 ROLL - (ZH135N) 
( 12 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 5Q.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILR 
= 10.000 BCFLAP = ,000
SCALE : .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 54/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL 
CYN CY CL CO PCRCS
10.330 -10.353 -.05997 -.30931 .22944 -.07426 .00454 .00444 
-.00213 -.26304 .28130 159.08666
10.330 -5.269 -.04680 -.20047 .19697 -.04574 
.00206 .00393 -.00414 -. 18153 .21455 159.12868
10.330 -.015 -. 10821 -. 10211 .16037 -.01886 -.
00480 . -.01935 -. 10207 .16040 158.98256
10.330 5.285 -.07441 -.00939 .13760 .01809 -.
00506 .00448 -.01772 -.02202 .13615 158.91857
10.330 10.449 .00408 .09863 .11865 .04820 -. 00264 
-.00175 -.00775 .07547 .13457 158.72849
10.330 15.678 .01545 .20645 .10943 .08335 -. 00255 -.
043292 -.00573 .16919 .16114 158.49836
10.330 20.849 .01783 .34400 .10651 .11616 -.00199 
-.00405 -. 01318 .28356 .22196 158.32029
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 ,IJ.3000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-OT (O T)N49N52 ROLL (ZH136N) 
( 12 APR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
sREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = 0EL Q(PSF)= 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = -20.000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES ADILRN = 10.000 BDFLAP= .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE 
SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 55/ 0 RN/L = 1.01 GRADIENT INTERVAL c -5.00/ 5.00
MHACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CL 
CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.370 -. 14512 -.34518 .20969 -.06544 -.
00555 .01419 -.01296 -.30180 .26840 446.89106
10.330 -5.084 -. 31209 -.24198 .1;'893 -.03317 
-.01529 .02589 -.04373 -.22518 .19967 447.01718
10.330 .138 -. 10195 -.14247 .14663 -.00779 
-.00904 .00800 -.01491 -. 14282 .14628 446.30276
10.330 5.451 -.02067 -.04886 .12172 .02730 
-.00688 .00060 -.00511 -.06021 .11652 446.41480
10.330 10.630 -.00591 .05704 .10587 .05891 
-.00615 -.00162 -.00452 .03653 .11457 446.37278
10.330 15.913 -.02769 .17013 .09385 .09387 
-.00698 -.00094 -.00579 .13788 .13690 446.42883
10.330 20.904 -. 02805 .30976 .09133 .12241 -.00576 
-. 00181 -. 01242 .25678 .19584 445.99470
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 00,0 .00000 . ,0
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - iA60 PAGE 23
IA-60 CFHTI08 CODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (RHI37N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 158.000 ELEVON 
= .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRCO = 15.000 BDFLAP 
= .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 13/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY 
CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.573 -.03661 -.28721 .22149 -.08511 .00288 .00171 -.00220 -.24169 
.27042 156.77302
10.330 -5.301 -.03537 -. 18333 .18925 -.05158 .00009 .00216 -.00436 -.16506 
.20537 156.38486
10.330 -.095 -.10320 -.08860 .15688 -.02331 -.00476 .00684 -.01822 -.08834 
.15702 155.86798
10.330 5.274 -.07724 -.00065 .13526 .01435 - -.00439 .00387 -.01707 -.01308 .13463 155.79645
10.330 10.428 .00545 .10664 .11838 .04429 -.00133 -.00230 -.00752 .08345 .13573 155.77408
10.330 15.730 .03385 .21692 .10904 .07920 -.00004 -.00453 -.00560 .17924 
.16376 155.43780
10.330 20.805 .04978 .35945 .10841 .10865 .00176 -.00569 -.01290 .29751 .22901 
155.58354
GRADIENT .0000 .0 000 .0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHTIOB MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N52 ROLL (RH138N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. XHRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 446.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON = 15.000 BCFLAP 
= .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 14/ 0 RN/L = 1.00 GRADIENT INTERVAL= -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA I CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.330 -. 14027 -.31255 .19720 -.07290 -.00699 .01248 -.01676 -.27212 
.25005 444.66354
10.330 -5.043 -.28251 -.21913 .16596 -.03902 -.01594 .02240 -.04139 -.20369 .18458 
445.44800
10.330 .123 -. 11024 -.13412 .13865, -.01032 -.00970 .00801 -.01411 -.13442 .13836 
445.26577
10.330 5.426 -.02407 -.04123 .11616 .02466 -.00629 .00025 -.00314 -.05203 .11174 
445.68611
10.330 10.721 -.00555 .06429 .10123 .05576 -.00484 -.00198 -.00307 .04434 
.11142 445.49003
10.330 15.836 -.01727 .17410 .08933 .08824 -.00495 -.00186 -.00454 .14312 
.13345 445.44800
10.330 20.893 -.00176 .32018 .09085i .11559 -.00260 -.00326 -.01194 .26672 
.19906 445.84001
GRADIENT .0009 .00000 OOo0 .0000 ..00000 000 .00 00000 00G1
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - IA6 
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IA-60 CFHT108 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DWN (RH139N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA 
PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 
167.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON 
= 15.000 BDFLAP 
=  
.000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = 
.000
S 15/ 0 RN/L = .97 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.383 -.02553 -.29388 .20841 -.07664 .00418 .00036 
-.00143 -.25150 .25797 167.00773
10.330 -5.062 -. 01214 -.18649 .17789 -.04549 .00231 -.00034 
-.00388 -.17006 .19365 166.98676
10.330 -.028 .01130 -.08348 .14756 -.01868 .00147 -.00216 -.00371 
-. 08340 .14760 167.12340
10.330 5.479 .02263 .00526 .12345 .01974 .00166 -.00321 -.00572 
-.00655 .12339 167.02879
10.330 10.559 .03624 .10224 .10755 .05008 .00227 -.00420 
-.00758 .08080 .12447 167.00782
10.330 15.746 .05083 .20066 .09512 .08373 .00237 -. 00521 -. 00773 
.16732 .14601 167.00782
10.330 20.805 .07772 .34288 .09417 .11085 .00430 -.00690 
-.01323 .28708 .20982 167.03933
GRADIENT .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
.00000 .00000
IA-10 CFHT108 MODEL 32-07 (0 TYN49N50 PITCH DWIN (RH140N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC 
DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SG.IN. XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 
469.000 ELEVCN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRON 
= 15.000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = 
.000
RUN NO. 17/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN 
CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.129 -.02295 -.33807 .17847 -.05760 .00258 .00099 
-. 00011 -.30141 .23514 467.87638
10.330 -4.933 -.00921 -.24327 .14559 -.02574 .00153 .00003 
-.00100 -.22985 .16597 468.61167
10.330 .298 .00563 -.14480 .11489 .00406 .00042 -. 00120 -.00133 
-. 14540 .11414 468.76306
10.330 5.668 .02000 -.05176 .09062 .03966 .00094 -.00272 
-. 00322 -.06046 .08506 469.22966
10.330 10.834 .03533 .05380 .07479 .07109 .00137 -.00383 
-.00456 .03878 .08357 467.25366
10.330 16.060 .03667 .14942 .05905 .09901 .00121 -.00418 
-.00565 .12725 .09808 467.85495
10.330 20.998 .06902 .29799 .06042 .12414 .00304 -.00633 
-.00943 .25655 .16318 468.01912
GRADIENT .00244 .01882 -.00587 .00570 -.00021 -.00024 -.00006 
.01614 -.00991 .02894
DATE 23 APR 74 TABULATED SOURCE DATA - 1A60 PAGE 25
IA-60 CFHTI08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DM (RHI141N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SQ.IN. xMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 167.000 ELEVCN = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 18/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.363 -. 01136 -.29366 .20760 -.07757 .00110 .00018 .00005 -. 25153 .25704 167.07083
10.330 -5.064 -. 00204 -. 18563 .17816 -.04601 .00083 -. 00096 -.00274 -. 16918 .19385 166.81864
10.330 .084 .00562 -.08630 .14779 -.01582 -.00028 -.00153 -. 00394 -. 08651 .14766 166.59796
10.330 5.459 .01383 .00086 .12384 .02118 .00010 -. 00275 -.00624 -. 01092 .12336 166.50338
10.330 10.520 .023G6 .09746 .10767 .05250 .00024 -. 00361 -.00694 .07616 .12366 166.21960
10.330 -15.843 .02590 .19518 .09468 .08699 -.00029 -. 00414 -.00859 .16192 .14437 166.26164
10.330 20.840 .03000 .33237 .09264 .11425 -.00056 -. 00515 -.01258 .27767 .20482 166.24067
GRADIENT .00000 .000000000 0  00000 .0000000 .00000 .0000 .00000 .00000
IA-60 CFHT08 MODEL 32-OT (0 T)N49N50 PITCH DWN (RH142N) ( 18 MAR 74 )
REFERENCE DATA PARAMETRIC DATA
SREF = 38.7360 SG.IN, XMRP = 7.3680 INCHES BETA = .000 Q(PSF) = 150.000
LREF = 4.7480 INCHES YMRP = .0000 INCHES PCRCS = 469.000 ELEVON = .000
BREF = 9.3670 INCHES ZMRP = .9940 INCHES AILRCN = .000 BDFLAP = .000
SCALE = .0100 SCALE SPDBRK = .000
RUN NO. 19/ 0 RN/L = .98 GRADIENT INTERVAL = -5.00/ 5.00
MACH ALPHA BETA CN CA CLM CBL CYN CY CL CD PCRCS
10.330 -10.144 .00532 -.34780 .17804 -.05603 -.00032 -.00018 .00472 -.31101 .23651 468.19127
10.330 -4.922 -. 01029 -.25146 .14656 * -. 02462 -. 00014 .00004 -.. 0243 -.23796 .16760 468.59492
10.330 . .319 .01268 -. 15348 .11634 .00518 -.00019 -.00205 -.00209 -. 15413 .11548 469.87286
10.330 5.652 .01431 -.06085 .09172 .04144 -.00035 -.00260 -.00469 -.06959 .08528 467.61542
10.330 10.852 .02251 .04649 .07494 .07365 -.00022 -. 00342 -.00556 .03155 .08235 468.51085
10.350 16.108 .02127 .14170 .05931 .10229 -. 00070 -.00379 -.00666 .11968 .09630 467.89699
10.330 21.059 .02657 .28630 .05988 .12890 -. 00099 -. 00480 -. 00849. .24566 .15876 468.58228
GRADIENT .00438 .01869 -.00577 .00569 -. 00001 -. 00040 .00006 .01600 -.00994 .24384
